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Prifflitiv9 nan aeti^ Independent of restraint« gratified
his desires and reduced his Tlseeral tensions eithout e<msider»
ing the effect of his aeticoa iQ>oa his felloes* ^ eaSf indeed^
ext isolationist* Tlui only i^n of todaj,^ bomnrer, lAo eaa live
in that oanner is the one eho l^tds a nomadic existence in an
isolated part of the vrorldy or tiM one vho has mde a flight in*
to a psyehosis* All otl^s feel the ispact of their felloir sen





In the early years of the Timntleth Centtny^ notional concern la the
United States heeane focused on sental disorders and behsTlor problffias of
children* The first Thlte Rouse Ccmference on Chll^bren and Touth ms held
in 1909 in TTashlngtooj^ D, C,, and forty-one years later the wlter nas one
of fire thousand official delegates to the Midcentury ?hlte House Confer¬
ence m Children and Tooth. In 1912^ as an outgroirth of the first of these
emferencesy the Fedearal Childrens Bureau eas established.^ In 1915* the
Rational Conmlttee for Mental hygiene began conducting surreys am<mg school
children to estal^Llsh the ezlateiMse of behaTlor probleiBe an<mg normal
sehot^ ^Udrea and to point vp the inadequaclea of the facilities for
handling sudi problem.^
The rise of th» Child Guidance Mordent as an entity apart Arora the
national Mental Hygiene Prograa began In 1921 -with the aid of the Ccocian*
vaalth Fond. The first emphasis of diild guidance eas on a program of
prerentlon of lurenile delinquency.^ The morconent -was restructured and
strengthened by the influences of rmv derelopnmnts in mental hygiene and
social casework^ the derelopmsnt of prepress ire educatim methods end the
rise of Freudism. The number of child guidance elinies had increased frcua
^Ocrdook B^llton^ Psydtobherapy in Child Guidance (New fork, 19U7)*
p. U.
^Albert Deutsch, The Mentally HI In America (New Tork, 19U9)* p. 325»
^Gordon Hamilton^ ^ cit., p. 6.
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•leren ia 191? to 776 la 1939*^
The mriter had a i^ocSal interest in tt« psychological aspects of be-
haTior* Hoeever, realising that seny outer, social forces Ispinge on the
indiTidual’s copressional mode, the •writer beeane interested in gronp phe-
noraena* The result has been increased interest in a eoeibimtion of teo
techniques — tf» integratiwi of a case-group approach to the understand¬
ing of beharior* This study had significance In that it provided an q?-
portunitj to oteerve and understand more fully the of group be-
harlor. It also illustrated the ■writer*# use of the groi^) work process
— conscious use of self — to stimulate interpersonal relationships and
transform an aggregate of disttarbed into a grotq>» Moreover, it was
an esqierience with the use of unstructured progwiins, activities and aaar-
ginal interviews as media of theraiy.
The writer became motivated to study the phenomenon of intexr^aonal
relationi^^ips after the re^onsibllity of leading an activity ther^y
groxsp had aetijally been assimied* The Child Cuidance Clinic, Bureau of
Mental Ifygiene, Washington, B* C., ted a number of diagnc«ed cases of boys
and girls on its •waiting list for treatn«nt — some of whom were undergoing
Individual therapy and others who were not — who ted been recommended for
inclusion into group therapy* These diildren, in the main, •were referred
to the Clinic by parente, teachers, counsellors, visiting nurses and the
JuvoaUe Court* Usually, the dhild's probl«!)S had prt^ressed to •the extent
that his deviant behavior adversely affected his aeadeadc achievement and
%owrey, •Psychiatry for Children,* The^trwlean Journal of Psychia¬
try, Cl (November, 19^^)* 375-388, as eite<i ly 6cardoa ifeamilten, tbld*
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his social rslaticn^lps with family msabers^ peers and the larger society*
On the basis of eicpioratory contacts slth tbs social worker^ the psycholo->
gist and the psychiatrist^ the cases vers accepted for treateent the
clinic staff members* The irriter served in the capacity of Tolunteer •worb-
er vith groiq;>s*
yroa the ageney*s point of Tieir» it mas significant to Inrsstigats the
extent to shleh therapeutic contact in the group eetting haa resulted in
personality growth that can bs measured in tense of positive t«ideneiee in
interpersonsl relatlonahipe of these indlviduBls* ^gainj^ this study of bs*
havior in the gtaap setting pr ovided added Insight into ths Interpersonal
e:q>erienees vlhieh thess hoys in the prs-edoleseent and adolescent stages of
development are undergoing in the adder social milieu* To the ctegree that
one is able to interpret syj^oipatic behavior in ehildrenf coo is proport¬
ionately better able to understand atypical behavioral tendencies in adults
idxlch stem from unresolved childhood conflicts*
Purposes of the Stiidy
Tlffl piarpiMfcs of this st\a!y veret 1) To describe psycho-cultural fac¬
tors of membens In the group; 2) To determine relaticmhip patterns with
adults and peers; and 3) To evaluate esprit de corps and grofi:^) mcvemant*
Method of Procedure
Tlw writer surveyed ths relatsd literature in the field in order to
gain a balanced perspective* Ccrntprehensive schedules^ showing identifying
information secured trcsa the ease records and a deseriptitHi of behavior is
the groups were constructed and ccmpleted for all members in ths group*
The recordings of the gewp sessions were used to substantiate theoretical
It
assns^iomi of tim study* Tb« x^sulis of eocluraetrie tests eere em^Xed
vith recofrd mteri^s and sociogm^ of the sessitms* P^ln^it InforR®-
tioa yielded ty marginal ii^iervieiss with the ssemhers, team eoaf&rmeea wito
tl» ocenpaticoal therapist end cmsulting psydiiatrist, ecstferences with
the ii^lvldual therapists, and extra^grou^p ccKitacts ^dth t’« faffillies and
schools rma included* Charts showing eoBiperisons of background, attitudes
and participation, individual prop?ess eiwi group aovKsent were also used*
See^ and LjUBltatiom
The data Included in this study were limited to a gro^ of tea male
patients frora the Child Suidmce Clinic, Bureau of J%ital fash-
ii^tos, D* C* All of the ysembers were hetweea the ages of nine and st»-
tern years* Both Hegro and white beys were Included la the mesberShip*
The ob^rwatioml period included the sessions held Oetdber 8, 1^2,
throuc^ February 18, — a total of t»«nty meetlr^s. Horae Tislts were
not utilised and no diwasaloii of c<*®mity jattewis was sttec^ed* Tht
inforaatim gaiiMd about etiltuz^ fSetors and infltaenees was limited to
ease reecrd mterlals and behawicrel expressions ia the groqp esttlng*
Moreover, the study was llmitsd to sa analysis of Interpi^cmX zwlatlan-
ahipe within the group and factors 'viileh influemied saias*
CMPTER II
(HIOUP TRERAPI AM) THE OiOHP TtHE METHOD
A dafinition of tezisis setms to bo la order so that the techniques
used In studying the phencoenca of interpersonal reXatioi^hips nay be eell
understood* ' Aeeordli^ to Bamlltaa»^ "(hroi^ therapy is a specialised fan
of grotq} experience • » • being used to effect change and grosth fc^ people
sho are having difficulty eith their social relationahi{»** The therapeu-'
tie groi;:q» aims at rehabilitating persms irho have encountered conflicts in
their interpersonal relaticsisiiips to the point ihere they are able to re-
suBte normal groiq> associations* Hoi?ever« any type of grot^ work* as a
formalised processmust be ecmeez^^ idth individual grovrth as veU as
achievement of group goals* Wilson and Hyland defined Social Group Work
as *a i^ocess and a method through niiieh group life is affecti^ bf a worker
aho consciously directs the interacting process toward the aeccmsplislmient
of individual and soela^ goals « • • It is because people react to
and interact with their social environment that the groop work method can
be employed in group therapy^ even with psychotles*
Because of the dual focus of groip therapy and the group work method^
we may assume that the two techniques have similar aimSji varying to fit the
peculiarity of the Mtting* Wilson and Hyland feel the iapm^nt factor in
any gxoap situatioii is the feeling t<xie ifeich results from the interaction-
al process* More specifically^ the authors stated*
Gordon Haallton, Theory and Practice of Social Case Tork* Second
Edition, Revised (Hew ifork, 1951)# p* ll2*
^Gertrude yilscm and Gladys %land. Social Group Work Practice
(Boston, 19U9), p* 61*
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Wham a group sMsioa is over^ all the maibera need to
feel that eadi one^ as part of a groups has accon|>llah«i some-
thing} that th^^ togetherhare aecoaplished sooiething. The
quality of this feeling is dependeid* upcn • • • the quality of
relationships aaong all the people inTol^d in the social pro¬
cesses vdhieh occurred during the time they had together • • •
It :diould be recognised that Uie emphasis in the foregoing quotations
has been placed m. the factcor of interpersonal relationships. This has
long since been thought of as an inherent Talue of tha groups however^ the
point is nos being expanded to Include the therapeutic group.
The sioilarity between group work and grotq> therapy has been illua-
trated^ but -fdiat of the relationship of group thsra^ to casework? Tl^re
is definitely a relatimiship and« according to BajEdltont
Group tborapy Is as closely related to casework as to
grotq> work or^ more correctly stated^ it is based on the same
clinical principles but the multi-personal situation is utilized
as tim means of treatment. Primarily resting im the conscious¬
ly eotttroUwl tool of leader-member*s relationship as the chief
dynamiCf it affords oppentmities for release^ sublisation^ the
use of the self through creative e^q^erieTKes^ with ego-etrength-
ening goals • • • Self-awareness is prtsmoted both through the re¬
ciprocal interaction of the msabers and;^ tdiererer indicated^ ly
the leader*# interpretaticn of the behavior displayed • • •
Since several individuals are being treated simultaneously in tlw
therapy group, it is ne^ssary for tha therapist to be able to utilize
both ease and group work principles* Hs is squally concerned with indi¬
vidual role relationidiips of each of the moabnn as well as the formaticai
of the grcmip* Whether in tha infarmal setting of the reereatitasal or
leisure-^ime group in a settlement house or in the tense, sexdous atmos¬
phere of a psychiatric dLlnle, individuals are affected by other individ¬
uals Sind their behavior is modified by these reactions*
^Ibid. p. 63.
^%amilt<m* og ctt.. p* 113*
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Dynainics of tb« Thorapeutie Qronp
£v«n ther* are Inter-area dtfferemses in the tjse of the gro^ work
i&ethod^ there are also Intra-^rea differences in the use of the group as a
i^luia of treatiaent# This idea is esqnresaed hj EItIh Senrad who statedt
The aetlTlties described under the tern grcrap theraj^
eower a laxrge ranget — trcm mm of the group nedlisa for sup->
portive purposes to those of a planful atteirpt to th4i
group nedltaa directly tc^ the purpose of helping the patients
analyze their eraotional problens and find their way to better
life adaptatioQ • • •
The usee to which the grmp is put will wary fron setting to setting
end from therapist to therapist* NotwithstaraJing the waariatlms in tech¬
niques aM forms• there will always exist the relationishlps between thera¬
pist and patient and between patients and other patients* K^aibers of a
therapeutic group move throu^ certain atages throughout the treatinent
process*^ However, each individual moves at his own i»ce and can only make
positive movement, or yet continue in the group. Then he feels accepted as
part of ths group — he shares a relationship with someone else*
Individuals have reasons for Joining groups* However, membership in a
treatiaent group is ofttlses coopulsoiy and the goals of the member may cr
say not coincide with theme of the therapist* A group has certain recog¬
nized valuHist 1) it removes the feding of uniqueness, 2) it provides ano-
iQ'alty, 3) it decreases psychdoglcal isolaticm, U) it Incorporates common
^Elvin Semrad, •Institute ran Group Dynamics,* Journal of Psychiatric
Social Tork (June, 1951), 136-137*
6
See S* R* Slavson, •Differential Dynamics of Activity and Interview
(hroup Tlierapy,* American Jotamal of Orthopsychiatry, IVII (April, 19U7),
295.
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bas«« of identifleatlea, and 5) It fosters a sense of belosglng and of ae*
curlty althla tbs indlvlduail* Ttese aspects are inherent in mj group sit*
mtioa* Tiui differences between the ordinary gronp and the treatment gro^
»Bij be etmsidered quantitatlTS* As Hulse has stated it i
The adeantage of the therapeutic group 07er the usual kind
of task groiq[> in studying such probless jj^icb are motional in
contend is that in the therapeutic group^ though it too has a
certain porefonaed structure« this group structure is of eospara*
tivaly saall influence as eoa^red with the unconscious forces
• within each rooBber* This» therefore^ aUoes us to investigate
the particular kind of interpersonal relations t!mt develop un¬
der the influence of these unconscious factors* Hovrever^ in
principle these unoaoseious factors are in no wiy different froa
similar forces within the conscious sphere} elsshes of interest
ever real issues and the methods which individuals and groups
adopt to solve them do not differ basically froa the ccuflicta
with uaconsciuua bbjeets vhlch we can observe within an indi¬
vidual personality'll cr within a therapeutlo group in vhich swsh
intra-perscnal conflicts express tl^iselves in interpersonal
relations*7
Van is not an island^, nor does he live in a vacuum* He acta« reacts
and Interacts towards himself^ to altuatieas and otlwr individuals* No
personality is so divided that the individcal solves his inner conflicts
by <X3S systea of tselmlquss and uses a couplets:^ different method of re¬
solving his interpersonal conflicts with his fellows* Barnes ^«nn Is in
agresment with tbs idea tiiat therapeutie groi;ps are not qualitatively dif¬
ferent froa ordinary groups* Ths dynaaic proessses are quentitative and
the chief dissimilarity aanifcsts itself in acre intense ambivalent feel¬
ings tosards the group leader and among the members tofards saeh otfaer*^
^Henry ISEriel, •Notes on Psychoamlytio Grorp Therapyr H Interpre¬
tation and Research^* Psychiatry» rjT (Hay» 19^)# 126*
O
James Uann^ "An Analytically Oriented Study of Groups," Journal of
Psychiatric Social ^^oiic* XX (June, 1^), 137-lli3*
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Just as Indiriduals have reascms fear joining aM participating in
group situatiems;^ gro\q)s also hare aims* Scsss aims of the therapeutie
group are release from intense emotional pain, modification of attitudes
and eejs of achieTing mors satisf^ng relationships rrith others* The
pu'ofessional memhars of the psychiatris t^ta also seek to enhance ths ir
uiKierstanding of their oen attitudes and mays of becoming more efficient»
both personally and professlenaUy, in dealing vith people aiul their be->
harior* Standii^ and Semrad^ feel a unique contribution comes to the
therapist in ths sense that he becomes aware of the effect he has cm the
greup as a person wbils he also Isanm his limltatioas* Again^ Hulse^^
feels scientific group thmrapy tests the ability cf the therapist to se*
leet members for groqp participation who can benefit ty the experience.
Belaticn^ips begin with the leader^ and throu^ him to other members of
the grocq}.
The therapist must hare full informatiem of tlm peychodynamics and
psyehqpathologsr of Mch patient in the group and must know the nuclear
problem of each. planning treatment* there aust be a plcm for each of
the members of the group in addition to certain general goals. The thera*
pist also has to be aware that he le dealing with transferencie relations
and emotional attitiktes towards himself mrm ihen they are iKt readily
obserrable.
Aocerding to Llppltt* researchers in group dynamics are inrestiga>
ting thB following grotp phenomena in an attempt to analyse indirldual
^Chriatopher Standish and Hrin Semrad* "Chrotp Psychotherapy with
Psychotica** Journal of Psychletrie Social Werk. H (June* 1951)* lii9.
^?Hfred C. Hulse* "The Therapeutic Kanageraent of Group Tension,"
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, XX (Oesteber* 1950)* 83U-838*
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behavior In the group*
1. The extwit to vhich an lndlvldual*s ottempt to Influence
other Tpenorm Is determined "by his perception of his osm position
in the group stnicture*
2« The extent to vhich a pei«cn*8 acceptance or rejecticst of
infltience tvm ot}»rs is determined by his perception o£ power
of the other person*
3* The 11878 in iMch influence patterns are determined ly the
nature of -Use interpersonal relationship*
1** The exteixt toidiich a person's expression of spontaneous cre¬
ativity ia determined by hia perception of his acceptance ly the
grot^*
5* The relationship betireen one's sensitivity to social stta-
uli and the strength of (»m*8 need to b^cmg to a group*^^
Tl»re are mary factors iihlch ecmbine to determine hoe an individual
behaves in a structure of Interpezvonal relation^ips* There is alvays an
interplay betsean personality dynaatics and group dynamics* In social sit-
nations^ one mj assume a particular role at a given monant and appear in
quite a different role as the demands of the enriroimraat sarrant it* The
perstml self ia flexible and adaptivei therefcre^ the Individual Is able
to play many social roles* The perscnal self then beeones a composite of
the roles of the social self — a plurality of assoeiational patterns*
Thns^ oiM can see hov porscxal behavior is modified by the influences of
the social environment*
Slavsm has done more than aiy other person to structure the pzdnci-
plss of group therapy ndth children* Howev^, much of his thinking is re¬
jected by pereons iho are diagnostically oriented in their approach to the
understaiKling of behavior* Fleming and ^yder^ for exasple^ feel
Slavson « • • has developed a type of activity group therapy
ia ehlch children are grouped acctrding to a rather rigid set of
^Ronald lippltt, "Group Dynamics and Personality Dynamics," African
Journal of Ortbopsyehlatry* XII (January, 1951), 20.
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criteria, and are accepted for contacts lasting sometimes over a
period of three years ... /and they did a study -sshicl^ was moti¬
vated by a desire to find a way in which therapy might be short¬
ened through a scmewhat different approach.^
In the foregoing experiment with non-directive play therapy, children
were groi^jed according to level of emotional readiness for groi^) experien¬
ces and more emphasis was placed on interpreting to the child what behavior
means. It is agreed that over a period of two years, a child has an oppor¬
tunity to "grow up" and possibly outgrow many of his difficultiesj thus
rendering more difficult the task of evaluating progress which is directly
attributable to tlierapeutic contacts in the groig).
Role of the Group »vorker in Therapy
Social workers in the clinical setting serve as members of the thera¬
peutic team which works with groups, the other members being psychiatrists
and clinical psychologists. However, the first social workers who partici¬
pated in gro\;5> therapy programs wei’e caseworkers rather than grotQj workers.
In the Boston State Hospital, the first time a psychiatric social worker
was associated with grot?) therapy was in the fall of 19^6; he served as ob¬
server and recorder in a group led by a psychiatrist. Between 19h7 and
19^1, a total of fifteen social workers and social work students had senred
as leaders of grot5)s of psychotic patients in ^^up thera^jy under siqjervis-
ion of psychiatrists.^-^ The social worker, of course, is limited in his
^Louise Fleming and .‘/llllara Snyder, "Social and Personal Changes Fol¬
lowing Non-Directive Ctroi?} Flay Therapy," American Journal of Orthoosj'chia-
try, XVII (January, 191;7), 101.
^^oris '.ientzer ^ a]:*> Role of The Social .(orkcr in Group Tnera-
py," Joiumal of Psychiatric Social «Vork, XX (June, 19^1) > 1^9»
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understanding of personalit^jr structure and the ^Tsanlcs of Intrapsychie
proceseesi hoirever# ids training in group work and wcsrk vdth family prob-
lema, his greater aumreness of social and interpersonal relationshipsjt and
his abilil7 to establish relationship^ because of his less autharitatlTs
role are assets idiicih he can utHiss in group thez^pj*
la the group setting^ tl^ worker does not utilise the seznriee aspect
of social ertn^i rather^ the probleais in the pjatients* Interpersonal zela«*
tioniSilpe aM idth social emlrons3ental difficulties (cverpent realltj
problecs) are understood through participation and dlseussiaa eithln the
groi9« ICoQppka states t
The groi?j ecrker uses as loedluaa /alc^ verbal expression
(grov^ disexosion) and activities* Re does not use cme spiecif-
Ic activity predominantly* This distinguishes him froa some
ether adjunctive servlees In hospitals^ as mv^ie therapy, etc*
He uses different media according to the needs of the patients
at a given point* Rls only constant c^ia are the interaction
of the group itself and the ecnseious x^e of his arm person*!^
The groxp worker serves as a catylist in the interactional process*
His relatltmship provides for greater identificaticax among patients because
he assus^s a participant rather than a leadership rde* Be observes behav*
ior in the group and is sensitive to attitudes idbldi may be espresso ver¬
bally and non-verbaUy* Re interpa^ts tliese for use in a plan cf treatment*
Qrox^ Therapy Program in the Bureau of Mental Hygiene
/gency Setting*-— The District of Columbia Bureau of Msatal %glene
was esta^Ui^ied by the SeventyHolnth Congress under prbbislons of Public
Lew 371 ®n Kay 1, 19hS*^^ The purpose of the enactpient -ma to make
^'■flsela Konoplra, "Tleport of the Group Therar'y COTanittes" (Nat—
ioml Conference of Social V;ork, Atlantic City, New Jersey, 1951)# p* 5*
(5? ime©graphed).
^%nxial* D* C* Bureau of l^tal Hygiene, Revised, p* 1*
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psychiatric serrlces aTaHabla to the eoiimiunlty^ in an effort to maintain
puhlie health* Prorisions eere also made for a preysntiTe program covering
all areas of the mmtal hygiene field.^ This ag«i<gr, located in the North-
vrest (Georgetoen) section of Wa^ington^ D* C*^ serves a clientele thleh
comes from all over the city and its immediate enviroas*
Psychiatric consultation service for children In cooperation vrith the
public school system sas begun in 19h$» In Jvam, 19l46« this service mas
reorganised Into an independent treatment clinic knonn as the Child Guid¬
ance Clinic^ D. C, Bureau of Mmtal Hyglene.17 The Clinic moved to its
present location in April, 19U9> and since that year has been an approved ■
member of the American Association of Psychiatric Clinics for Children*
Summary of Group Therapy Prt^ram*—Group therajy has been part of
the psychiatric services offered by the Bureau of Mental Hjrgiene since
The first groups sere composed of children in the pre-echool and latmit age
groTq>s* Parents of the children were treats in groups concurrently —
the children's groups being conducted by a pediatrician (noir a psychiatrist)
and a volunteer nursery sodiool teacher idiile a psychiatric social vorker
eas in charge of the parents' groups* Out of one of the parents' groups
emerged a group project irLth parents of a PTA body idiieh restilted in closer




^^Conversation with Mrs* Phyllis F* Treusch, Chief Psychiatric Social
Worker, Child Guidance Clinic, Bureau of Mental Hygiene, Washington, D. C*,
February 6, 1953.
by a psychologist and -was ecmpoeed of prsadolescent boys* the mothers of
whoa were treated in a groiQ> by a paychtatrle social worker* Tbs approach
to therapy with the preadoleseent boys was non-^irectivs ai^ permissive*
however* the attest was not very snocessfol* It was felt that there were
not enough creative activities provided for in the program of this group*
Ih 19li?* when the Bureau clumged locatiosui* other tiiUdiren^e end parents*
grov^ wers set \q>* One pre-edolescent outdoor rock-climbing group bas
been active over a period of three yeaxe* nctwithstai^ng the worker*e de->
parture trm this agency* The gro;:^ is still eweting under her iMtder^p
and an article on this groc^ has been published in Psychiatry*
In addition to the pazwnbs* groups* there have been eoiraunlty groups
conposed of ^rents* institutional Takers and other interested persois*
These groups were focused on mental hygiena education and utilised lee-
tiires* movies and recordings* ’^herapy grotiq>s for adults have included the
psychodrama group which has been active since 1950 and two interview thera¬
py groups* am of whidi was begun in 19^ and the other in the fall of 1952*
A third adult theraj^ grotq> bas been formed in cooperation with the Alco¬
holic Rehabilitation Clinic and plans an being made to begin a psycho¬
drama grovp for children and a tt»rapy group for adcd-escent girls*
The experiences with groups have shewn that some patients (both chil¬
dren and adults) are not able to adapt to grotp* others can be suosess-
fuHy treated in group therapy alone and still ethers have utilised both
ii^vidual and group therapy concurrently* Food in adult groups was ruled
out because it tended to oversTsphasise the social aspect of relati«ishipe
in the grot^* idiereas in the ehUdren'e groips* it was an invaluable eld
in creating e social situation wherein priioBry group behavior could be
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obaerrad aiid better uod^etood.
The rirst relatively successful attec^t ^th the use of activity
therapy vith children in the Child Guidance CHaio ims begun in 195l* -^t
that tios a group of bi^, eight to ten-yeax^ldSy leas formed and led l:y
a psychiatrist and an ooc^tional tliisrapist* The group met in Occx^
pational Therapy Shop of the Alcoholic Rehabilitation a eoc^rat^
ing clinic to the I^areaa of li^ital Hygiene» hahingtori, D* C« Later in the
school year* a male psychiatric social -worker beeams affiliated tdth the
group and tim isychlatrist assume the rde of consultant* Under this lys-
tem* the social worker had staggered, overlajping interviews with the boys.
The first intervieir lasted Srm. 8 to 10 a.m.i second interview, frcm 9 to
11 a*m.} and third interview, from 10 to 12 Hoon, ^ cetera, tith at least
one hour of each bc^'s scheduled interview spent in the worki^op* This,
perhaps would explain why no ol:»errable group feeling existed, even though
some of the boys remained at the Clinic aU day*^^ Each boy entered the
shop, worked at a project and left singly* The social workor resigned
at the eni of the Spring of 1952* However, during the amsoBT moasths,
three cr four boys attended the shop sessions at the clinic* The oeeupa'>
tional thezapist was in chaise of the grox^ and the sapiens were held ap¬
proximately three hours in the morning <mce a week* The boys arrived and
left at the saiae time, but remained virtually isolated In the worksliop*^®
There waa no structure of member relation^ips to members.
^^Henceforth, Cltnie ^xall refer to the Alcoholic RehabllltaticB Clin¬
ic, Washington, D* t,
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Conversation with Kiss Joan Donlger, Ocexpatlonal Therapist, Alcohol¬
ic Clinic, Washington, D. C., September 17, 1952*
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Degcriptlaa of Peraonml and Facilities.’^ The present Boy* Activity
Therapy Group eas begun In Ihe Fall of 19^2, vith a seeond^iyear graduate
etialent in social group irork and an occupational therapist in charge* A
staff p^ehlatrlst serred as consultant-eaperTisor* The group aorker was
leader of the group and the occupational therapist served in the capacity
of co-leader and resource person* Th^ leadera Negro^ adult itialef had
previously worked with Boy Scout and IMCA club and easp grou|» and had
worked in two institutional settings — Gm, a ]^ti|l,h(%pltal and the
other* an epileptie village* TIm oecipational therapist* a white* adult
feaiale* had received training In occupational therapyi worked with sumtttr
easp groups} settleisent house groups} with disiuurbad children at the Bettel-
hein Orthf^enio Scho<l} and is presently enpleyed with the Alcoholic Re¬
habilitation Clinic* Va^ington* D. C* Thia was the second year sha had
worked uvith a boys* group in this setting* The psychiatrist had an Interne-
ship at St* Elisabeth Hospital* Waehington* B* C.* and had dcaie individual
therapy with children since his affillaticm with the Buireau of Mental le¬
gions in 1950*
The wozkshop where the thera^ sessions, were held is e bas^nent rouxa*
approximately thirty \tj sixty feet* equipped with stools* work benches*
tool eabiT»ts* power-driven saws aiui drills* a supply eabiiwit* stcrage
shelves* a weaving Ioobi* (G.ay pots* a kiln* a bookcase* footballs and bas¬
ketballs* et cetera* The activities possible Itwluded a wide range} name¬
ly* reading* rug-weaving, woodwork* woodearvlng, leather work, papier aache*
painting in oils and water colors* drawing in jeiatels* inks* crayons and
charcoal* linoleum block printing, finger painting, clay modeling, firing
aid glasing* checkers* chess* card games* ball games and radio programs*
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On oceasiensy th« grou|> vas alXoaed to us« th« i^itlng roca i^stalrs in
th« same boilding ithieh purorlded aetllrities of ping-pong, talerlslcDy
piano plaTlng and tinging^ addad ireading mterials* Thera iwra "Coin*
and eonfaetions rending nachinas tipitalra*
Therapautle Stroet-ura of the Gr<wcp»—»Tha approach to therapy in this
grot^ eaa fondamentally SXarsonian.^^ Hopavar^ tha tharapist vaa nora poa-
itira than neutral in tha laadardhip role^ and food «as net included in
tha progran eontent of tha early aassiooa* Tha leader ecmadously uaad
hiiBself to atiauiato intaraetlon* ho ^t certain liaitationa on behari^p
and ho used marginal IntarriaKa and tha groig> fraraa of reference to ex¬
plain liaitationa and to interpret prehleaa of behariar* A ncxi-diraetiTo
approadi waa coupled idth a p^radasiTa ati&oei^re and an inforAl type cC
pr«^raa,22
‘Groups are ai^lied with aispla arta-and-crafta satarials and tools
to nhich the nenhara hawa aosaaa and which they can use quite freely, fio
restrictions of any kind are in^poeed at the beginning of the treetnent.
Tha children bare free access to tha total onvirozsaent and can utilise the
fumishings^ and otl^r appurtenarasas in whatorer laamiar thqr wish. This la
a perplsstre envtronr^ent • • * •
Alt sessiwia or iseetir^a end with a repeat of alTspla food# sorotlmaa
cooked* Ueually it consista of silk# fruit and caks. At table# also#
there is complete freedom • • « • T>^ Prectlce cf Thgr<»py» Idlted
by S. R. SlarscB (Haw fork# l^li?)# p*'32#'' "
permisaire enwlronmsnt of actiwity groig» thrarapy is especially
suitable for children in latemsy and in early edolescenee# end offers them
ehaimels for the exinreasion of constructive iapulaes# repressed hostility#
and instinctual drlvea shose ^sprassion outside the group is net socially
aanetioned • • • •
Acting out of hostile end destruetive Impulses is not net with erit-
ieisa or pimishment# foe onm of the basie t«»ts of this work is thet each
<&ild nee^ the security of love; and this ths group therapist offers wa-
eonditlcsially. Nor are destructive and antisocial acts apprei^. Sathsr
they ars ac<»pted as «cpreaslais of the <hild*s contei^orary persoisality
needs • • « • Leslie RoeenttAl# "Group Psychotherapy in a Child Guidance
Socigl Os^^k.mil (October, 1751)# 337-333,
CHAPTER in
PSICHO-CULTURAL FACTORS IN THE B0T5* ACTIVITI ORODP
Writer** Understanding of Psycho-Cultural Factcrs
Thi* diapter is devoted to a stidy of psycho-ci:Q.tural factors aithin
a groupj^ hcpmvBTg the group is never a tangible el«i»ntf rather^ it is a
eooposite of the intrapaychie patterns of a nunber on individuals* There-
fo(re» sorae etmsideivttion oniat be given to the psycho-cultural determinants
of the individual personality* It ihall not be necessary to define per^
sonality here, since this paper is eon^med chiefly vith how personalities
fmction in relation to other personalities* Ti^i individual beeases a per¬
sonality through the process of sodalisaticn — assimUaticn of the atti¬
tudes and habits of one's feUoa human beings* %is points vp man's de-
p«idei^y on the group — not only for physical survival and seciaity pur¬
poses but for cultiaral significance ss veil — as a totality vhlch gives
him meaning* Man and his eulturs are mutually interdependent*
Just as personality cannot exist in a social vacuum^ so
social forces cannot ^rate in a human vacuum* They are medi¬
ated throu^ that phase of pexvonslity 'fdd.ch a^ieves expression
in group relations* In the interaction betveen the indiviiual
and eoeietyi^ three levels of phenomena ara inrolvedt the atruo-
ttire of the environment^ interpemonal relations^ end the inner
psychic life of the individual • • • *1
l&n iB, at the same timey a creator and a creature of culture* Every
person is a cultural prodixst end every personality is Invdved In social re-
laticnidiipsy yet no tvo individuals are exactly alilsB* The aeetilturative
process is selective^ and aubj^tlvaly ao*
Nathan Ackerman^ "'Social Role* and Total Personality," AiseriCTn
Journal of ^-thopsychtatry, XXI (January, 1951)» 1*
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Batescsi^ stresses the Tarlstions of cultural effect ea personality
from culture to culture^ however^ he concliides that vay culture superim¬
poses a?)on the individual perronality the concepts of 1) view t£ the vorld^
2) goal orientation, 3) affective and postural patterns, and h) interper-
scKial behavior* The present etxjdy excluded other than intra-cultural
variations of effect on personality* B0ttelheiiB3 attributes cultirally
detersdned oecupati^s and culturally sanctioned preoccupetions of parents
as being influential in the choice of emotional flyn^oms in disturbed chil¬
dren* Thether it be the choice of e vocation cr a neurotic eyniptoni, the
individual selects from a societal range of toleration tl» cultural ele-
msnta ihich facilitate his choice*
Culture could not exist without paopls* Qroc^ sre the medlimt through
which culture is transmitted, social values and norms sre changed, end in¬
dividual needs of achievement snd belonging are satisfied* ?ben individu¬
als enter into gtoxip associations, they surrender to a degree eose of their
characteristie uniqueness*
The most important mechanism by ihich the iMivldual solves
his social probleme Is that of identification* It is ths basis
of friendship, pity, charity, and of society itself* Also, un-
fcrtunately, of ahaiK, jealousy, hatred* — Into this maelstrom
the diild is plunged! ^3 ^3 finds expression for Ms «&otions,
so is his personality*^
^Gregory Bateson, "Cxiltural Determinants of Personality,* Persmality
end the Behavior Disorders* Edited by J* McV* Hunt (Hew Icn^*
ppr7I5=755:
^Brune Bettelheim and Emny Sylvester, "Notes on the lapact cf Parent¬
al Oeecpationsi Sams Cultural Determinants cf Symptom Choice in Emotitmal—
ly Disturbed Children*" American Journal of Orthopsychiatry* IX (October*
19S0), 73S-79S.
1f« l«selX In Group Poychotherapyl Jt Synpoatun, Edited tor J« It*
Mcarmo* (New lork, 191t6), p* 103*
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A great interralatlen;^i|» can be seen between the indbrldtal^ his
social relatioishlps ani his cultural millea* In the adult personality^
it is l»rd to differentiate the influences tdilch these factors exert on b»>
harior; therefore^ siudi of ecimtifle stu^ of iiterpersoml relationahlps
is centered on the behavior of children*
Participation in gnvp associaticms is very iinpcrtant to a child* He
must feel that he belongs end has status ?dth his eonteBpooraries* whether
the group is socially aecofted or otherrrise* Group life begins in the fash*
Uy setting and extends outward* Scheidllnger states:
The family constitutes net only the first step in the in¬
dividual’s sssoeietion with other people* but it else becomes
a kind of {urototype for subsequsht group r^stions* The yomg
child takes with him to his play group the significant conscious
and xaieonscloua emotional attitudes toward hinseif* the parental
figures and other children which he has evolved in the couirse
of family living*^
Family life is a coeperative process and necessarily involves some
loss of privacy and Indlvidtal Idcmtity and fosters a respect for tlM
rights and needs of othen* On the other hand* family (group) life satis¬
fies certain vital needs and offers definite pleasures* From the prsonal-
social relationships of the family^ an individual moves into wider social
relationships ^hlch are more cultural in deraeter* From the play grotp*
the di ild moves into the peer group end adolescent gang*
However* it must be remenhered personality is dynamic* It is always
predicted on past experiences of the individual* The person become ha¬
bituated and the "time-conditioned adaptive litegration of personality in
p.
^Saul Scheidlinger* Paydioanalysis and Group Behevlor (Hew lork* 1952)*
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Qrotg[> aetim vhldn is th« product of interaction cf * • • the forces • • •
derlT^ froa the enrironomt and thoee derived froas the potentialities of
* total personality*” is vhat Ackerman conceives to be the "soelal role” or
"social self«”^ In short« psydio-cultural factors are a eoabimtlon of the
psyehodymmics of individual personality and tbs dy^namie influences of the
social environnient* Tbrou^ his group relationships^ an individual comes
to understand his concept of himself and his concept his associations
trith others*
Psydbo-Cultiral Factors of Menfcers in the Qroiq}
in every growth phase of the pychosexual developmental pattem^p there
are recognisable characteristics peculiar to tluit period which different!-
ate it from the inreeedli^ and succeeding stages cf devel^ment* The fa¬
cility vith which one sekes the transition from one deeslopmsuttal stage to
the next is dependent upon his readiness — physical^ mmtal, social end
emotional — for newer» broader experisTOes* Arrival at the point of read¬
iness is varlabla among Individwls*
Croir ai^ Crow? characterised childhood as a nornaUy restlsssy active^
euriousy investigative period* Behavior controls are constructed as guides
to conformity* Miscmduet in children may be due to physical ill fasalth^
inadequate personal organizatim» unsatisfying social relationships or atqr
combination of these factors* The ”grcnring-up” process becomes eenpllcated
during adolescenoef the individual finds the reactim petterru childhood
^Ackerman, og cit** pp* 3-4t*
^Lester Grow and mice Crow, Mental Hy^^ene (New Tork, 1951)» p* 268*
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no longer satisfaetffl:^ snd 1» locks hsbitnal responses eith which he csn
reset to emotlon-erousing stiinulij, be they centered In himself or in the
ehrironment* The maturation process is seceXermted in adolescencei matu¬
ration in^lies change* According to Havi^urstt
The period from 12 to IS is primarily one of physical and
emotional maturing* The sex glands ripen^ and sex differences
widen • • « The principal lessons are emotional and social not
intellectual* Emotional independence from pares ts is estab¬
lished* Boys and girls learn to be attraetire to each other*
• • • School loses its sppeal to the wide-open mind cf the child .
and must cater to tho seleetise intorests of the adolsscett • • «
The adolescent undezgoes OEny changest increased ptysieil gZKxrth| the
onset of pubeeconeei wider roeational interestai the break l^m pezental
authority; the eetablishment of peer status; tbs achiewing of full mental
growth and the devel^Koert of new social values and attitudes* These
dhanges do not occur simultaneously* The sdolescent is awkward^ uncertain
and aelf-coneeiouB and resentful towards all faetora which activate set^i-
tivity in him* Another important factor of adolescence is the transition
from elementazy to seccndary school*
Age* Grade in School* Race and Religion*— The meabers of the Boys*
Activity Qroup ranged in age between nlm and sixteen years* TMs was an
extnmely wide range except for the fact the mental age and level of social
maturity were not commensurate with the chronological age in all cases* To
be more specific* Fred was l6 years old bdt was emotionally Inmature and
appeared physically younger than his age* not yet having devdopwi aeecn—
dary sex characteristics* Again* the second oldest boy* Sam* was 1S> years
%obert J* Havlghurst* Develcpmental Tasks and Fducstlcn (New York*
1950), p. 30.
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old and had not yet established heterosexual relatiocships; he had very
few saaOHsex relsticn^ips and was late reaching puberty* On ths other
extrezae, the two youngest aembers (Leon, age 9; and Chis, age 10), although
smaller physically than the other boj^s, were aggressive and able to fit
into tl» general behavior pattern of the groug) withoat great difficulty*
In the Eiiddle were the early adoleacentss Jack, age lU, was rebelling
against parental authority and was dating steadyi >'e8, age 1U» iisho was
headstrong, yet still In the "hanosexual^ stage of psychosexual develop¬
ment | and Six, age 13, Those identification was feminine* Hal and Joe Tsere
fourteen years did and Jon was 12*
The class range of Uie members was from grade four to grade nine*
The trro yovangest boys (Leon, age 9$ ard Gus, age 10) were in the fourth
grade* Fo\ar b<^ (Jon, ago 12j Sid, age 12j Joe, age lUj and Wes, age lU)
were in the seventh grade, three (Jack, age lUf Hal, age lit; end Sam, age
15) weire in the eighth grade, and one member (Fred, age 16) was in the
ninth grade* If the age-grade correlation could be conceived of as assui»>
Ing a range of oae yoar^ to ItKlude those children who begin school when
they are nearer the seventh birthday than the sixth, there trouH not ap¬
pear significant retardatim and in only four instances Tsould the retarda-
tim amount to one year (see Chart 1, p* 2U)* None of the boys weze de¬
ficient on the basis of psychological testing*
9
The eonvenbicnal age for entrance into the elementairy sdiool is six
years* Such a denmrcation between the preschool and the elementary-school
period presupposes that mery child has achlsTed by this time a satisfae-
toory normsl develcpnent for his age in every phase of his growth* It is
assumed, therefore, that he is prepared during the next 6 years to continue
a consistently normal 8dji:etin3nt as he is stimulated ty the training that
is afforded him by the generally accepts elementary-school progr«n. Crow
and Crow, ^ clt*, p* 9U*
CHART 1
I ORADATIOS CH^HT SKO’TEIi RETARDATION OP THE 1EMBER3 OF THE GROUP AS
COMPARED ?1TH THE NORMAL AGB-QRADE CORREIATIDH RANGE
Grad« tn school
The niuBbors in the chart refer to the isiffinbersf coded as folIo«?8t
Saffl, 1} Hal, 2} Fred, 3j Gus, Jii Sid, 5j Jack, 6; Joe, 7; Wes, 8; Jon, 9}
and Leon, 10.
Six of the members were white (Sam, Fred, Gus, Sid, Jack and Wes) and
four were colored (Hal, Joe, Jon and Leon)* In all except two of the boys*
ease records, a religious prefererne was indicated; in one of the excepted
eases, the boy (Gus) was Put of his home at tlM time of hJs referral to the
Bureau for treatment and the summary of his social history failed to include
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dataiXed Identifying inforsatiaa* In the other eese^r Le<m*s sother did
fill in l^e iti^ OR the eppliesticn fora et intake. Of the religious pref-»
erenoes indiested« six rere Frotesrtant end two were Catholic* The Catholic
inreferences were indicated ty the F.others of white boye (SjUi and Jaek)» see
Chart 2, p* 26*
Family Cor?po8itton*«-» It is an estahlisbed fact that disturbed chil¬
dren are the product of unhappy home en-vironmants* The family is the cra¬
dle of the indiridual*# first learnings and the franework for his initial
feeling experiences* Sax^nt^ states "The family • • • influences signi¬
ficantly a child's emotional seeurity^ particularly through the quality of
relati<»i8hip between parents, between pstrents and chUdrcn, and to a lesser
extent between the childrea thesaelves * • • *• Netwithstanding t!» emo¬
tional strain and stress Thieh a INroken hoise places vipon the children and
the reinainlng parent. Boot children from rncAi an environment ere nelth«p
delinquent or seriously naiadjusted.^ In fact, an hm is more
undesirable than a braken hcase*
Two of the boys were in the IndtiStriBl home at the tii!« the study was
Bade* However, according to Slavson^, the grcnq> respamea of individuals
S* Sargent, Social Psychology (Sew lork, 19^), p* 102
^^Id** p. 93.
^The chief ehsraeteristic of the therapy groijp is its similarity te
the family* Although it is besed r|)on a nus^r of other ass^jjirpticms,
chief amtmg them is that motional disorientati^ end dissceisl behavior
origirate in family (grotq>) ralations* It is, therefore, the ala of Group
Therapy to create an atmosphere and stimulate relatl<xishlp« among Its iae?i-
bers that will approximate, as far as possible, those of an ideal family.
All the positive elesKnts the Ihmlly (group) life lacked era eciphasised
in a Iherspy groi?)* S* R* Slavs®, An Tntr«x!<'ctlon to Grmip Thereby (?4ew
lork, 1913), p. 13*
2$
prisartljr rooted in faMly llfii laitems* Conslderiitg ths groi^i es m
four boys ware from broken ho^s end the fetter * fifth ims eb-
sent froa the hose due t® Bllltsty mrtieB* The other fire b^s had both
parents in the hosw, tro of the® haricg been adqpted by step-f-’tbers* #11
of Mie boys, llred with their netiral mothers*
CKART 2
A C01IPMI303 OP A®-, R/SCP, HrLIOIOuS #Ti) Oa'UPATlUr.’S
CP PAREJTS CF f!n;B"-R3 OP TH' CPDU?
C crn-'T't of r." to ■':t.i5
AsC® Face Fellnlon 1-IStier
Sam* 15 mt# Protestant Palnter^^e Cfflce cl^k
Hsl 11* TiesJ^ ?r tostarit PresaiEsn®* Pousertfe
Feed IS mte Protestart l%chaaic FouseMfe
Ous* 10 rhlte Unknop'a Cnknw^n Housewife
Sid 13 chlte Catholic Gcivemsiejit
clerk
Foiisewlfo




Joe lU Uegro ProtestaTt Unka«jim«>« Fo^eirife
FAD-^DC
-es Hi mto Protestant Sbeot inetel
ocrkfar
Eekery clerk
J<»a 12 Ilegro Prctestent Shoem*!er«^« ronsestio
LesB 9 ^lepre Cnknoeii T3nksoim»* Ocremssent
clerk
i/.W.LC - Public /saistance tirision, Aid to iispertC^
♦ la Tndtartrial Hsae Schsx^ et tiae of Study
** Cut of heese dm to separation «r dlrorce
Out of hoe» due to military oerrlc#
nt Children
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Tb» oocupetions of the perenti raneed trm skilled to 8etrl<*ekllled to
lamkilled clorieaX* Onljr o?» of the fathers vcrised in « “tdiiteHeollar**
job# whereas three of the ssotiiors held clBrical positions. The eothem ©f
flTO bc^-s did not TOrk, on# bolr^ « recipient of public S3sistar.<». The
Eothcro of the other bays worked i two shaxd.*^ the fin^ieiel resporfflibili—
tie# with their busbcrsda# two sypplesenting loathly sHotnwfnts and one ap¬
parently ass’JKing the mjtxp burden of supporting ^e family.
Chart 3» 23# reretls no nwher of the grotjp was sn only child.
Oa the basis of sibUngs In the hoffs# six seEibers of thi6 groop ooeupled
the first crdiml posltiim# throe were i^ eeecrd p<^itlon and orm was the
third slbliBg. Cnly one smiitgr w&9 the youngest ^bllng. Kdbert riearsl3
has analyzed t!» effect of the oe^ml position in the ^laHy as a psycho-
Xogiesl wariabXa and conclude seeorMi children are scs^fnidst Xess dependent
than first. horeowBr# <&ipendent l^ehavirar is reXated to a history of frus-
traticsi in teaming and weaning experlances idilch usually occurs with the
pre|»ratloa for the srrlwaX of the second d^iXd. four of the s^sbers were
experiencing sibling riwelty* Jack# with ns elder slsteri Acs, ritti a
youn^r sisteri Fred, with a ytaaiger half-brother and Jem, with botti an
dlder and yoiasger ti'other* In only &r» instance was tiers soineone other
^laa Bssbers of the irtnedirte fasslly living la the horn. In «)# instance#
there vms a temla cousin youn^^ than tbs patient and in another instanes
the family liwed with the psttent’s saternal grandparents. Faslly constel-
Xatlone of the tsesbers were rels^ttrely dlssl’nilar.
Em ^ears# "Ordinal Position la the Fsmily as a rsycholo^ical
Variable," Ppvl»*w, XV (June# 1950), 397*4*01.
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CHfiSI 3
1 COilPARISOir OF SCHOOL ACHIEVEf/Rnr AND FAmi COMPOSITICM














Sajo!» 15 8 fiother 2 1
Hal lU 8 Smother 2 1
IVed 16 9 Motl^r
Step-father
2 1
Qus* 10 k Mother
Father
u 3
Sid 13 1 Mother
Step-father
2 1
Jack lU 8 Mother
Father
3 2
Joe lU 7 Mother 3 1 Female cousin
Wes Hi 7 Mother
Father
3 1 Elderly male
roomer
Jon 12 7 Mother** 5 2
Leon 9 h Mother 2 2 Maternal
grandparents
« In izniusirial IntcxMi School ai iims of
«* Father in United States Ka-»y
Social Adjuatment, Pgycholojylcal Pv^ltiatlon arwl Dl3gnoal3«~ Six of
ths bqys were characterised by vithdrawn behavior and four arere aggressive*
In setting up a group to the clinical situation^ it is iiapcirtant to include
sMiabers with both extreioes of behavior* Slavson has stated!
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In activitj groi:Q)8« the alaa ie to establish pro'jp balance*
this Is meant that patients with Tarying probleas are grouped
together so that each may be helped to overcame his specific dif¬
ficulties! thus, withdrawing and aggressive patients help one
another, or the uneonflicted members help one with strong inhi¬
bitions to break through his defenses « • *
Even as there are gradations between withdrawn and aggros ive behavior
at the two extremities of a continue, there are rariations in the manifes-
tatiom of aggressive and withdrawn behavior*^ Of the withdrawn boys in
the group. Chart li revealed three were rated very intelligent on the basis
of psychological testing and three were rated as dull normal at functioning
below cs?)acity« Of the intelligent, withirawn boys one showed a schizo-
plurenic pattern covpled with sexual conflict, guilt and anxiety} one de¬
pressed with a psychosomatic pattemi and the other boy showed a psychoso¬
matic pattern, felt unloved and had a feadnine identification* Two of the
boys had truanted from schod, one preferring to r<saaln at honie alone in
his roosa and read while the other went off by himself in the woods* The
third boy made up ^uses ia order to stay at hame| he was shy because of
his stuttering. Only one of them had failing grades in school* Of the dull
normal, withdrawn boys, the tests revealed all of them felt unhappy and un¬
loved, two of thrai were rq)ressing aggression, two had feiainine identifica¬
tion®, one wa« Imaginative and <me had a poor concept of himself* AH of
these boys were doir^ poorly in school work and two had cavort records*
^The Practice of Grotg? Therapy, Edited by S, E* Slavnon (New fork,
i9ii7), p* ';^*
■^The presence of certain children vSio activate interpersonal react¬
ions in the groip is necessary. A group of eight should contain no more
than laro highly aggressive cHldren and three who are withdrawn* Tba
others should He between the two poles * » • • Leslie Eosenthal, op clt.,
p. 340*
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Of the four aggressive boys, three rated high capacity on psychologi¬
cal tests and one had average intelligence, all were functioning below ca-
pacityj two had ’•nasculine identification and one had a feminine identi¬
fication; all of them felt unloved and all were making poor grades in
school; and the two younger boys were having reading difficulties, one be¬
ing described as infantile and the other showing an organic epileptic pat¬
tern by test results.
Chart li revealed four of the boys had conduct disorders, two had habit
disorders and t’tree had conduct and habit disorders* The other member of
the group had neurotic traits superimposed onto conduct and habit disorders.
i'sycho-Gultural Factors of the Group
The traumatizing effect of breaking away from the hcsne environment to
begin school usually magnifies incipient behavior problems-in.-children.
The school is the culturally-sanctioned channel through which the social
heritage is transmitted, and according to Sargent,^ aH children — bright,
dull and those with adjustment problems — are affected by their school ex¬
perience, Teachers are not specifically trained to handle emotional dis¬
orders, nor do they have the time to devote to individual children in order
to help resolve their problems. Therefore, children are referred to clin¬
ics for psychiatric services. Chart page 32, describes the type of
disturbance each 'nember of the group had at the time of referral* The
mothers felt the behavioral reactions were basically unchanged at the time
the group was formed.
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Another Tari^le vhloh entered Into the treataient a^ect of the groi^
was that of indirLdual treatrnenti howeyer, this was not a crit^ion for in¬
clusion in the groi^)* Chart 6 reveals the soicrce of referral and services
utilized in each ease.
CIIART 6
A COIS^ARISOH OF T-IERAPSUTIC S2HVICSS US!2) BT PA^SLIBS OF E2iB2?S IN ®OUP
observational period arai a fifth fiieaber had been assigned for individual
treataentj two of the mothers were in iidlvidual treatment and a third had
been assigned, but was not attending. The mother of a foiath boy had
failed to keep appolnfcaents for individual treatment; hoisrever, this was be¬
fore the group was forr;;ed. The following abbreviated s'jamaries give de¬
scriptions of the referral problsns and the extent of treatment contact
with members of the group.
Sam, third of four siblings, was first referred to the Child
Guidance Clinic in the Spring of 1950 by his school counselor.
The problem, as stated, was "Daydreans, nervousness, has night¬
mares. Thi^cs no one loves him, failure in school." The case
was closed, after brief contacts v:ith mothOT and son, in Novem¬
ber, 1950. The case was reopened in February, 1952. This boy
was reassigned for individual therapy. In July of that year he
was committed to the Industrial Haae School as a res'olt of his
involvement in purse-snatching. He was living in the institu¬
tion during the period of his affiliation with the groi:?). He
was also receiving individual therapy during this period.
Hal was referred to the Child Guidance Clinic by the school
attendance officer in the Fall of 1951 because he would not at¬
tend school, preferring to stay at home alone and read in his
room. He also avoided peer relationships in his neighborhood.
He lived with his mother and younger brother. Both mother and
son have received individual treatment. This member was the
only boy carried over from the grovip last year,
Fred was referred by the assistant principal of his school
in February of 1952, The referral problem stated he had "No
interest in school work; sports or anything else; apathetic,
withdrawn, nervous child; without friends; has given trouble
in school since kindergarten," Patient was in intense sibling
rivalry with his younger half-brother. The diagnosis suggested
the mother (a damineoring type of woman) rejected the boy who
was an illegitimate child. Patient was in individual therapy
at the end of the observational period,
Gus was referred by the Industrial Home School because of
liis strong sadistic attitudes, rich fantasy life and sexual
misconduct (homosexuality, ma^urbation). He was placed in
the institution because of delinquent beliavior in June, 1951*
and the home situation was described as "extremely psychopath-
ological," Ife had been in the institution over a year and was
xmdergoing individual therapy in the Child Guidance Clinic.
Sid was referi^d in May of 1952 by Catholic University for
the problem of stuttering. In addition, he was described as
being "tense and self-conscious — won’t join groo?) or many ac¬
tivities — beccKiing a ’sissy’," Ife was confiised about his pa¬
ternal parentage and stuttering was variable ijnder stress. He
35
was enuretic and under great pressure from his parents and his
teachers. His mother was overprotective.
Jack was referred by his principal bojause of his rebellion
against authority and his inability to get along with his peers
at school. He wanted to become "emancipated” from parental au¬
thority in order to be like his friends. lie was the second of
tliree siblings and was in intense rivalry with his older sister.
He had had a steady girl friend about a year. lie was referred
fcsr treatment in the summer of 1952.
Joe was the second of four siblings. He was referred by the
Juvenile Court, per his choice, in August, 1952. He was an il¬
legitimate child and st> were his siblings. He was enuretic and
had been institutionalized in the Industrial Home School. He
had a history of attsnpts at stealing and housebreaking.
TiSes was referred by his school counselor because of delin¬
quent behavior,"sassiness, teraiency to be headstrong and de¬
termined." The referral was made in May, 1952. There was sib¬
ling rivalry with a younger sister, history of recurring enu¬
resis, and feelings of rejection towards his parents, especial¬
ly his mother,
Jon was referred in the suiiKier of 1952 by the Board of Bub-
lic Welfare, Child Welfare Division, because of his shyness,
crying spells, and delinquency. He was e^qperiencing sibling
rivaliy and parent-child conflictj accca*ding to diagnosis, his
symptoms were suggestive of felt rejection. He was unable to
verbalize about his sibling relationships because of the intense
emotional content involved. He stayed out late at night, stole,
and felt others were against him.
Leon was referred in January, 1952, because of his diffi¬
culty in reading and retaining materialj taking things, aggra¬
vating his brother, teasing and resentment. He was referred by
Ms mother. Ife was the yoimger of two boys.
The cumulative enrollment of the group was twelve. However, one boy
was drc^ped, having attended only one session. Ms case was closed fol-
loiying Ms placement by the Child Welfare Department in a church-sponsored
home. The other boy who was not included in the study had attended only
four sessions and not enough was kncfvm about him to warrant the inclusion
of his case
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The members of the group were e35)erlencing reactive behavior disturb¬
ances. The difficulties arising out of the relationships with siblings and
parents in the home environment carried over into the wider dally contacts
with peers^"^ and adults.It was felt that the boys might be helped through
activity group therapy in the following ways: l) to enhance concept of self|
2) to effect better adjustment in peer associations; and 3) to establish
satisfactory relationships with adults.
17
One of the most frequent reasons for referral for group therapy is
the need for help in learning to adjust to other children* Unfortunately,
every socially maladjusted child cannot make use of a grorp experience.
The child who feels no need for group acceptance or who has no desire to
become a member of a group may require a period of individual psychothera¬
py before groi:p therapy is atteupted * * * . Little and Konopka, “Group
Therapy in a Child Guidance Center," American Journal of Orthopsychiatry,
XVII (April, 19U7), 303*
18^Another reason frequently given ^or referral for group therap^ is
that of developing security in relation to an adult* Children who are sus¬
picious toward adults, who have been hurt by them, have been found to make
a good adj\:istment to the group therapist whom they discover to be an under¬
standing and accepting person • • . For children with strong sibling rival¬
ry, the necessity of sharing the group therapist with other children is im¬
portant, since it may represent the first e:^>erience they have had with an
adult who is able to give attention and acceptance to all the members of
the group «... Little and Konopka, ibid., p, 306.
^^Any treatment, in order to be minimally effective with ^go dis¬
turbed childre^ * • • must provide an expressional mode which is tolerant
tovrard their symptomatology and which at the same time pulls the ego to¬
ward tlis acceptance of reality demands* This bivalent function of the
treatment climate can be best carried out in the group setting where the
activity structure is designed to parallel the ego pattern of the child,
but at the same time to tease, as it were^^ the ego into gradually more
structured functioning than would be its bent*. This aspect of group thera¬
py may be called an ego-supportive function since it 1) recognizes the
weakness of the ego, through creating a flexible activity clim.';tej 2) tries
to improve the ego’s integration pattern by removing conflicts between
drive satisfaction and the outside world , , , , David Wineman, "Group
Therapy and Casework with hgo-Disturbed Children," Journal of Social Case¬
work, XXI (I-Iarch, I9li9), 111.
CHAPTER IV
AN ANALTSIS OF RELATIONSHIPS IN THE GROUP
A group ccxaes into being irhen individuals in face-to-face relation¬
ships become also psychologically proximate. Group behavior is character¬
ized by interaction — individuals influence and are influenced by the be¬
havior of others, Cornyetz has suggested:
A struct^lre of interpersonal relations exists among psycho¬
logically proximate individuals and this structure is not re¬
ducible to any elements • , . ViThen people engage in related ac¬
tivity or work toward a common goal in inter-awareness, they
create a group , . , .
Relationship patterns vary from group to group and within a single
group. No two persons behave in the same way. It is equally'' true that no
two persons react alike to the same or similar social situations, nor is
the behavioral response of any individual exactly duplicated. Therefore,
the members of any groi?) participate in the interactional process to great¬
er or lesser degree depending upon the stimulus effect of an activity upon
his values and attitudes. Members usually react in one of tliree ways —
accepting, rejecting or being indifferent — towards the leader, the group
and the program.
The acceptance-rejection processes are always going on and the pro¬
cesses vary from situation to situation. The members of tlie group play
various roles and each role gains for the role-player a certain status in
the gro\:5>. As the situation changes, the members shift roles and the hier¬
archical status structure is reorganized, Konopka has emphasized the need
Paul Cornyetz in Group Psychotherapy: A Symposium. Edited by J, L,
Moreno, (New York, 191:5), p, 215,
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to understand these dynasdes of grot^} behsTlor as follows t
The eonstellatitm of the groxipj^ the mty r£lationshl]» be*
teeen ambers of the groiq> are observed and used to help the
individual and the use of the individual's relationship to the
group worker1^ an understanding and accepting adult • • c
helpful additions to the process of clinical treatment*^
The leader or therapist siust use the particular constellation of the
group at a given Boment as the basis for lnb«rin%tlng the behavior of the
meabers* Because the leader serves as the Initiator of relationships and
becauuse he exerts s certain amount of influence <m behavior notwithstand¬
ing his neutrality — as an authority figuren the analysis of relstlonships
begins with laember^dult behavior patterns and pro^eds outward to include
behavior of BiembeMt towards members and reactions to program content.
I^ttitudes and Behavior of Members tomrd /dults
Aeeeptanee~l?e3ection Patterns.— It should be un^rstood that the dis¬
cussion of relatifmships in this chapter is based on general^ overall be¬
havior. In 'Uie next chapter sme attention has been devoted to changes In
attitxides and evaluatlims of the moveneit made by menbers smtd by the group
as a whole.
Five of the boys (Sam, Gus^ Sid, Jack and '’’es) were favorably disposal
to the leaders both in terms of verlmtl expressias of attitudes and behav¬
ior. Ral was neutral in terms of verbal and non-verbal reaeti(»mi| Leon was
ant8g<mistic9 verbally and non-verbally| was favorable verT:»lly, non¬
verbally antagffiiistic} Joe was neutral verbally, non-verbally antagonistic;
Jon was neutral verballyi however, favorable on a non-verbal level (see
Chart 7# p. 39).




A COMPARISON OP ATTITDDES OF MEIBKRS TOYiARD LEADERS, LIMBERS AND PROGRAM
Attituxies
Verbal exp^ssions " ' Non-»verbal expressions ' ' '
Favorable feutral Antagonistic ' Favorable Neutra]^^ Antag;onistlc
Name “IT nr- 1 a p L —r M p -TT M p L M p * '
Total 6 3 u 3 5 3 1 2 3 6 h 7 1 ? 2 3 1 1
Sam X X X X X X
Hal X X X X X X
Fred X X X X X X
Qus X X X X X X
Sid X X X X X X
Jack X X X X X X
Joe X X X X X X
ISlea X X X X X X
Jon X X X X X X
Leon X X X X X X
^ode: L stands fear leaders; M, for membersj and t’, for program.
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The Biecibers did not openly reject the leaders of the group, however,
scfflie of them -were greatly resistive daring their early attendance in the
sessions* The resistance was revealed in the scciewhat cart, proud verbal
responses and pseudo-superior behavior. The accepting rather than recip¬
rocal responses from the adult leaders provided the basis for forming fav¬
orable relationships of members to adults in the groi^. Individual descrip¬
tions of membejrs* attitudes and behavior towards adults follow.
lo
Case #1
Sam was withdrawn} however, he was able to relate to adults. He was
never the aggressor and only made limited responses except around his spe¬
cial areas of interest. This boy, who gave monosyllabic replies charac~
teristically, was capable of responding vrith overt enthusiasm. The two
excerpts from the records illustrate the two extremes of Ms reactional
pattern; the first shows how the worker was the aggressor in trying to ex-
tablish a relationsMp and the second reveals a spontaneous reaction of
the boy.
Sam showed some interest as I began a charcoal sketch of
myself from the mirror, I asked him if he had ever tried this
and he said he had not . , . I finished the drawing and asked
Sam if it looked like me* He thought it did . , * I asked him
if he would draw me that way and he replied he could not • , ,
make likenesses of persons} he has tried it. , , he wondered if
I smoked (Yes) . , , if I wanted one of his and I accepted. I
remarked I was glad he smoked my brand, TMs brought forth a
faint smile from him,
I was about to paint my initials in the ash pit (of an ash
tray I had made out of clay) idien Sam ventured to say he felt
I should paint a design, I asked what he had in mind, Ife said
some have horses* heads, birds, dogs, flowers, et cetera. Then
he asked who would be around — children or adults’! 1' said every¬
body and he added ”old and j’oung, male and female,” He became
quite carried away and ran to the bookcase and found a design in
a magazine of a rooster which he thought would fit into the space
and ”was not too conqilicated,"
Sam very seldcsn showed overt interest in the activities of others,
however, as the first excerpt from the record of an early session points
out, he preferred to relate on a non-verbal level where he was not required
to give too much of himself to the relationsMp.
Sam was able to relate to the leaders of the activity group and to
his individual therapist by discussing impersonal matters. He had a very
poor concept of himself. He saw himself as Ms father's image; his father
Ill
had been the source of much parent-child conflict because of the cruel
treatment the b<^ recelred as a child* He spent the formative years of
his life in an orphanage ehlle his mother eas in a tuberculosis sanitarium.
His mother’s health was impaired and his father was an Inmate of a mental
hospital, having been ecmmited several times. On the one hand, Sam felt
inadequate and lacked 8elf-c<xifldence$ while cm the other hand, he con¬
ceived of his role in relatiwi to his family as that of provider atMi pro¬
tector — an adult role.
Case #2
Hal was withdrawn and soft-spoken, yet friendly and able to relate
to adults. His behavior was matujre and he was self-sufficient. His rela¬
tionship with the male leader was ccmf>etitive. The following excerpt from
the records illustrates this pointi
Hal made a statue and reworked the clay, deciding to make
a flat representation (tablet farm of the battle scene he had been
woiicing at). He suggested I do the same picture he was doing. I
accepted the suggestion and said, in a teasing manner, I knew mins
would be better. I asked if he just wanted me to show him. Re
said it all depended on what I ^owed him.
Ho was always composed; speaking matter-of-factly and working with delib¬
eration and ease.
Case #3
Fred was very con^jetitive with adults and most of his behavior was
designed to get the attention of the leaders. The following excerpts are
examples of his behavior towards adults:
During the latter part of the hour, Fred decided to make
pictures from the block prints. Miss D., the occupational
therapist, or I would have to help press the design onto the
paper. He also made it very obvious he was helping to "clean
up" the shop.
Pred began work on his shadow box, however, he seemed to
be more interested in supervision (getting adult approval)* He
worked rapidly and not very accxirately* l!iss D* and I took turns
assisting him*
Fred sat around fiz^ for a while and said he was depressed
because his dog had died yesterday. He did ncjt seem to be de¬
pressed* Then Miss C* told him that it was all ri^t * * • to do
nothing, he decided to get to work* First he cut out and pasted
some newspaper clippings on a large piece of paper fop his geogra¬
phy class* He asked Miss H* frequently if she thou^t this would
please his teacher*
This boy was involved in a terrific power struggle with his mother idio
was a domineering wcanan* He felt rejected and unloved, and was still enu-
retie at sixteen, and he was continuously seeking out adults as friends*
His behavior at home was designed to manipulate the other members of the
family.
Case #U
Ous was a physically appealing child and his behavior was that of
"a good little bey" who wants his parents* approval* He Ingratiated him¬
self with most adults; was infantile, dependent* Gus is described in the
following excerptsI
Gus inmediately "latched onto me" until I got him started
painting his birdh0\ise* He said he had decided to paint it white.
I suggested a bit of red on the -peg might make a pretty effect*
He decided to paint the whole thing red * * * I put an apron
around him and let him do all the painting, notwithstanding his
regular calls for inspection and approval*
During the earlier pairt of the session, I got the lii5)resslon
Gus was tiying to monopolise n»* He wanted to work on his cage*
Several times he left m to do bits of the work* Each time I sug¬
gested he might proceed after a certain fashlm without me, he
would 7all for assistance immediately* I voiced ny feeling lhat,
perhaps, he did not really want to work on his cage today* Ho
said he did* (Note* The cage was never completed.)
Gus was living in an institution at the time, however, his home was
described as psychopathological. Sometimes ho reacted toward members and
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the leader with imconscious hostility but was unable to admit this idien
the leader suggested he was feeling angry. He was able to express werbal
resentment and hostility felt toward his caseworker at the institution. He
believed the worker was punishing him by not allowing him to return to his
hose, notwithstandii^ the fact he had "served his time."
Case #5
Sid was fearful and had experienced difficulty around his parents^
especially his mother, as authority figures. There was some transference
onto his teachers who also cwated cwisiderable anxiety in him. He also
plsyed the role of "a good little boy," at least initially. His relation¬
ships with the leaders of the groiqp aire described belowt
Sid related to me very well ... As I approached him once he
threw a wad of clay down into a day pot which contained some water.
The splash sent a drop of water flying to the comer of ny mouth. I
made a small grunt of surprise which made him see the spot just be¬
fore I wiped it away. He said he was sorry ... I said it was all
right and began talking about Idle animals he had made thus far. He
talked easily and much more clearly than last week. He volunteered
to clean the clay pots for laiss D, l^fore the session ended.
(The next excerpt is from a recording made by Miss D. in the leader's ab¬
sence from the group.)
Sid was sitting around at the end of the morning waiting
for his father • • • He stuttered very badly at this time, and
had a great deal of difficulty trying to tell me seme thing. One
of the boys, he started to say, had done stBBsthing very bad,
soBBthing for which one can end in jail ... At first I did
not help him; just listened. He added that this important matter
concerned the fourth shelf of the bookcase. I asked him to toll
mo what had been stolen so that I could replace it; but, if he pre¬
ferred, not to tell me the naiM of the child who had taken it.
This gave him inmediate relief. He was truly concerned of the con¬
sequences, if the other children should know of the conversation.
This bqy stuttered and was enuretic. His stuttering did not pi*esent a
problem in the group and it was felt he always became more anxious when his
parents altered the pletire*
Cass t6
Jacksas as^ssi^ and his behnTlory for the siost part* seer^ed to
be geared toward testing the adult ralues of the I^ders* Tbm adults in
his past hrd been restrictive and he had developed a negative reaction pat-
teiti in rebelling against adult authority* The follortng ercerpts are de-
scrlptlona of his relationahlps to the leaders of tlw grofjg>*
Jack £»de a iQen*s head for block printing* L'iss D* asked
him if h4i vanted to try it out end see hcer it ^ould isrk* He said*
"I knew how it*11 com out* I Bade one like it before*" He did
not try it • • • He rolled som clay into a big ball* hen be
asked m idiet be should do next* X si^gested he ^culd get the air
holes out of it • * * Tki asked m later tdiat he should do next* I
asked bin -^at he had in islmi to make* He said he vas going to
Bake an ash trey* rarmweted i^th bowling ball and pins* I told
him to go ahead and imke it* He began woiktng on it « • • *
I had asked the last week to think of sccie place for an
outing* I asked Jack today what place he bad in mind and he re*
plied* "re*re going to Rock Creek Park*" X explained* "Toa de¬
cided we are all going there because yon want to go*® He retorted*
"I am going to Rock Creek Park* the others can go where they please*"
I said* "^e will go to ths place selected by tlM» mejrarity of the
bc^ in the group • • • •
Jack said casually (to Mias P*), "X Just dropped in for a ciq>
of coffee on cy way over;" equally as casual* he pulled out a cigar¬
ette and lit it* Ife looked to see her reaction* but she was so
busy she had only seen it <Hit of ths corner of her eye* She mid
nothing about it and that was the end of it • * * •
Jack reworked with paint the lettering of his mm on his
Jacket* He asked se how X liked it* when be had finished* I
said it was good and wondered If ho did it all this Komlng* He
said he did some of it last week* but it got *^8sed • * • •
This boy would always «diiblt behaviwr which he thou^t isi*^ not be
approved! and firming the adislt could amept this * he would "ffell into
line*" He seemd to relate to male authority figisres with greater ease
than with womn la positions of aurhorlty*
h$
Case #7
Joe iras irithdrawn. Ke vas sullen and negatlvlstic; hcxTCver, he 'was
able to relate to the therapist. Re tms hostile tewrards his enTlrounent
as ime STidenced by his delinquent behaTlor. Re seemed to have a need to
test limitations in regards to behavior. In late November, ha iraa appre¬
hended by the police on the charge of attempted housebreaking. When he re¬
turned to the group on Decenher 3, 1952, the leader discussed with him his
feelings about the incident. Re talked more freely at that time than he
had ever done, even though his attitude was hostile. He did not move as
readily towards the occupational iheraplst because, as it happened, ^e
was forced to limit his behavior. In one of the early sessions. Miss D.
shouted at Joe in order to stop him frcEB playing around with a very power¬
ful electric-driven saw which the leaders considered dangerous. He stopped
when she told himj he had paid no heed to the leader’s caution about the
danger involved. The leader spoke in a conversational voice. In a later
session, udien he accidentally made a small cut on his finger, he brought
it to the leader’s attention rather than appr<»ch Miss D, The leader was
busy and Miss D, was notj therefore, he assured the boy Miss D. would fix
his finger up for him. Miss D. was ihite and the boy was colored. This
is the one Instance where race might have been a factor which Influenced
relationships because it was involved in the concept of authority. The
following excerpts Illustrate the boy’s efforts to relate*
Joe was not working at anything. He told me she (Miss D.)
had stopped him from using the woodcutting sot ... near the end
of the session, he asked n* if he might play with the basketball,
the qujBstion was pub indirectly and slyly ....
Joe was the only isolate and thai only at the beginning of
the session. He sat at the t3npewriter Tdiile the others sat around
the table. Jack tried, without success, to get Joe to join the
grovqp at the table. Finally, I got him to come over and ait be¬
side me. He then got as far as writing CHRISTMA.S doim the sheet
of paper (part cf a game, Christmas Telegram, the group had played
earlier). Joe won most of the peanuts in a guessing game and left
at the end of the session with a bag of food
This boy was inccnspicuous in the early sesslonsj however, he became
less isolated and more a part of the group as t ime passed. During the lat¬
ter sessions, he began to make things out of clay and wood.
Case #8
Wes was very ovt going and had a very good sense of humor. It was
easy for him to relate to the leaders because they could accept the "monkey
bisiness" ho carried on. His efforts to relate to the leader are illus¬
trated in these excerptst
As I sat talking with one of the other boys ... Someone
touched me on the back, as if to get ny attention. VTien I turned
and asked Tho touched me, ' es said he did, with indifference. I
asked That he wanted and he said, "Nothing" • • . •
Wes inquired about checkers and he returned with the board.
He proposed to play a game with me. I suggested Gus might play
with him ... V^s maintained he wanted to pl^ with me ... I
played txie game with him. He won.
This boy was usually playful and competitively so. No limitations
were placed on his behavior end his need to "test" the leaders' acceptance
decreased.
Case #9
Jon was withdrawn and did not talk much. He shut himself away from
others and his responses to ths leaders were minimal. He was very rigid,
to the point that he was rductant to extend himself to others, and he
would hesitate to ask for assistance with his work. A goodly part of the
time, he xuroceeded without assistance. Note the leader's role in ths
U7
foUowring example t
Joa vaa looking tiiroug^ a mgaslne aa I approached and asked
him he had la mind doing today* He pointed to a hlrdhouae^
without apparent affect* Thesif he mddenly tirned the page and
his face lit up as he sald^ "This is really what I*d like to make,"
— referring to a shoe shiiM box* I told him he should try to
make me • • • I asked Jon how things were going* He asked if I
would help him draw the pattern for the box* I drew the pattern
te scale for him • • • •
His relation^ips with the leadexw became mcnre relsjrad and be wolun*
teered at a later date to show the leader some eartoms he had drawn at
home* He also got soms satisfaction from tiling how he painted a plctum
the previous auaser ^diich a man had purchased for twelve dt^Llars*
Case #10
Leon was the only meaber in the group who rejected the leaders* How>
ever, it was felt his negatlvistic behavior was ths only way he knew how
to relate! basically he wanted to be accepted, to be seen ss "a good little
boy*" Illustrations of his behavior ai*e seen in the following excerpts
from the records!
Leon had a wooden pistol vdxich Sam had given to him* His
own idea of making the cylinder for the gun was m<»t ii^raeti-
cal and Miss D* showed him an alternative method whidji he first
rejected and later tried* He <^d not have initial success aini
demanded that Miss D* finish ths Job * • • Leon • • • demanded ay
assistance with a (day object he was making during the session*
Whim I suggested he might amke better progress by wetting Uie
clay, he rejected the suggestion aiui continued to work very de¬
terminedly* Hien he had fini^d, he did not knew what he had
made*
Then the time came te clean I noticed Leon moved about
the room to avoid sharing ^e responsibility* He has done this
during several sessions, so today 1 suggested specific choree
for him to do* ^9 he put away one tool, he retorted, "Why daa*t
you try doing it yourself?" I wont over to him and asked him
why he did not want to help dean up the room* He t^s‘ned away
and did not answer* I asked idy he would not answer ny question*
No answer*
The nert excerpt is taken from the record of a marginal interriew Krith
Leon.
As I talted idth Leon, he turned stray ftom me, stared hos-
tilely at me and Miss D., tralked around the room, -went out¬
side and came back inside. Once I asked him a questicai and he
threw a stic)c down on the table and ran out. Then M±aa D. sug¬
gested he was sore because Jack bad bested him in a tussle,
he said if ^e did not leave him alone, die would get something
broken over her head ....
Miss D. menticned that Leon would not eat any of her cookies
and he replied he did not like that kind. She said, if she knew
what kind he liked, sibe might be able to bring sane for him. He
snapped, "Fig newtons."
Leon was only nine years oldj however, his mother, according to the
therapist tdio was seeing !wsr, was very strict with him in terms of personal
appearance and carrying out chores at home. He was hostile towards his
mother and towards his teachers but he repressed his hostility.
Dependency-Independency Patterns.— Three of the memT»rs of the group,
Hal, Joe and Jon, acted independently of the leader; that is, they ne7er
sought attention and approval fjpan the leaders aid they needed very little
assistance froa the leaders as they werked at projects* All of them were
withdrawn and it may be they were too insecure to lean heavily on the re¬
lationships. Hal was the most mature of the beys and it was noted he was
very critical of his own achievements. Joe was alow in developing rela¬
tionships with adults and Jon was literally isolated.
Seven boys, the majority of the msmhers, wore more or less dependent
upon the leaders for attention and ^appr0val. Sam needed constant reas-
sijrance and ego-strengthendng* Jack wanted approval and he was able te
ask for it directly. Fred, Wes and Leon wanted attention and approval;
Fred was neurotic to the point id^re he could not accept approval; Leon
used a negative approach in order to get attention (and approval).
Ou» resorted to infantile behavior in order to get approval and Sid dis¬
played the behavior ho expected to bring adult approval.
Attitudes and Behavior idthin the Group
The relationship patterns amor^ the ir»mbera of the groip eere estab¬
lished sloirly and only becatne crystallized during the second ten areeks of
the study. Seme of the sub-grotpings aiere formed in the earlier sessions
and the permanency of these relationships can be traced in the recordings
of the weekly sessions, ilie subgroupings were exclusive and alrea<fy In
the process ihen the only newcomer (Leon) Joined the group* This boy was
aggressive and moved in aggressively on the existing patterns and with
negative scapegoat behavior he fought for acceptance. The plurality pat-
tezns in the group assumed the forms of isolates^ dlads, triads, and
eliqtis format IcNis,
Isolates.— There was only one boy, Jon, tihe remained an Isolate
throu^out the study. This Negro boy was not, by any means, tinaware of
his social envirciunenfc, His interest in the activities of others was seen
in the fact that he made articles similar to those made by other boys In
the group; he made niunerous articles during a single session, all of which
were sturdy and well constructed. Be attracted the other boys to himself
but rather held himself at a distance by his oim withdrawal. He was inde¬
pendent of the other members and was neither a leader or a follower. He
did not seem to need the approval of his fellows, however, notwithstand¬
ing his withdrawal he worked continuously and was easily considered the
most "industrious" boy in the groiq>. He attended the sessions regularly,
arrived early and was usually the last boy to leave.
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DladsHost of the boys belonged to a two-person relationship, or
pair* Of the five diads Thidi had some degree of stability in the group,
thiree of them were conposed of boys whose beharior was similar — aggres¬
sive or withdrawn — and the two remaining pairs each contained one aggres¬
sive boy and one withdrawn boy* There were no diads composed of only Ne¬
groes but there were diads cosposed only of idilte boys* There were six
white boys in the group and four Negi^ boys*
One dlad Involved Sam and Hal, both withdrawn boys, who had formed a
mutual relationship before the other boys began attending the sessions*
Sam was the aggressor in establishing ths relationship and at the mas
time he was the more dependent of the two boys* Hal was independent and
Sam tended to lean upon him for approval* The two boys were interested in
the sam sorts of activitiss, were near the same age and in the same grade
in school, had been in individual treatment, and worked continuously* One
of the beys, Sam, was white and the other was a Negro* Both boys attended
with regularity, however, Hal arrived early whereas Sam arrived late*
Neither boy acted as leader or follower in group activities but ths results
of a soclometrlc test given on Janvary 7# 1953 indicated these two boys
were considered the most friendly boys in the group*
A 8ec(Vid diad was composed of two aggressive white boys. Jack, and
7^ea* Jack was the more aggressive boy of ths pair but Wes was more extra-
verted* These two boys were participants in all group activities and were
visually the ones who Initiated such activity except when it developed apon-
taiMously out of COTfcagion* Fes was an instigator, but being dependent, he
relied a great deal on Jack (indigenous leader) to get things underway.
Both boys arrived early (lasually together), attended the sessions regular¬
ly and acted in leadership roles* Wes did little in terms of creative irork
t
and Jack worked more-or-less sporadically* They related verbally and non¬
verbally to others and their names were known by all the members of the
groxp* Wes was the only boy to put checks on the behavior of Jack| he did
this in a friendly manner usually soliciting the support of the leaden*
The third dlad was composed of two withdrawn white boys, Fred and Sid*
Sid, idle was timid and a stutterer, was the aggressor in this relationship.
These two boys usually participated in isolated games and activities* Fred
did not share a relationship with any ether boy in the groi:^ and was very
passively dependent and acquiescent in relating to Sid* Sid attended the
sessions regularly, arrived early and worked continuously, idlereas Fred at¬
tended irregularly, arrived late, and worked very sporadically. Ili^d was
absent from the group diring several sessions and Sid began to play the
role of follower in group activities*
The fourth diad was composed of an aggressive boy (Qus} and a with¬
drawn boy (Sid), both white. The boys related mil even though Gus was
aggressively hostile on an unconscious level towards Sid* His sadistic
tendencies were brought oiA in the open through his behavior towards Sid.
Both boys arrived regularly, early and worked continuously} Gus needing
much adult assistance* Gus was also a follower in group activities, but
was rated hi^ly ly his fellows on a soclometrle test givon to Ihe mesbers
of the group on Januaiy 7, 1953*
The fifth and final diad was composed of an aggressive idxite boy, Tfes,
and a withdrawn Negro boy, Joe, yhe was becoming more outgoing towards the
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groiQ) in tile latter seseions* The relationship iras highly cca^titive in
natures Wes tried to win all the peanuts from Joe in a guessing game at
the Christmas party after the latter had won most of the peanuts from the
other boysj they played many games of ping>^ong. Joe usually arrived late
but he attended regularly and owrked only sporadically. He was a follower
in his gret^> role.
Triad.— The only triangular relationship observed was that which ex¬
isted among two withdrawn boys (Sam^ white; Hal^ Negro) and «ne aggressive
boy (Gus, white). Sam and Gas moved towards Hal; however Sam had little
to do with Gus in the actual setting of the group, even thou^ both boys
lived in the institution and usually came and left the sessions together.
Clique.— The one clique ihidi was zwadlly observable was composed of
three aggressive boys (Jack, white; Wes, white; and Le<ni, Negro) and two
withdrawing boys (Sid, white; and Joe, Negro). These boys participated in
rougihhouse games. The following excerpt from the group record illustrates
this point*
Sid found a bright orange cloth tiilch Jack used as a toreador
cloth and urged Wes to be the bull and <harge. It was Leon who
decided to charge and when Jack side-stepped him, Leon ran smack
into me. Jack then popped the cloth at Lecn idie rather tolerated
it good-naturedly even di.ou^ he stood poised with a wooden gun
ready to hit Jack with it. Finally Jack tired and Leon began to
work on his gun at the saw. Jack was playfully cutting the power
off. Joe, Sid, Wes, and Gus became Interested in bright-colored
materials whltii had been left over ^om an A.R.P. rusmage sale.
In the aggressive play that followed, first Leon, then Sid and
lastly, Wes were victims of a wrapping-up process in which Jack
and Joe also participated. Hal aixi Gus watched the activity from
a distance and Jon continued to work on his painting.
The above illustration is the best portrayal of group cooposition to
be found in the recordings of the sessions. Leon was able to gain status
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irlth the members of the clique s\xb-groi?)ing and as he -was able to release
his hostility yet still feel accepted by the grovpt he became less aggres¬
sive* He attended ■with regularity, arrived late and ■norked sporadically*
React lens to Prt^ram Cemtent
Leon was the only member vho was ■verbally and non-verbally antagonis¬
tic toward the program caitejt* Most of tee boys moved ■without difficulty
into the unstructured atmoa^ere* They were cooperative with the leaders
and accepted the necessary limitations of tee Agency after the reasons had
been explained to them* There were no instances teere they deliberately
■wasted materials* They attended regularly and never complained that the
facilities were Inadequate* They were usually receptive to Interpretations
«
of their behsviori horover, there were no recognizaHe group values and
codes ■telch set limitations on behavior* The leader consciously placed
decision-making ■within the groiq) frame cf reference* The introduction of
food into the sessions had a positive, xinlfying effect In teat extra-group
behavior codes came into play and behavior then became tee prototype of
the perception of teat was "socially acceptable*"
CEIAPTER V
AN EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP PROGRESS
It is not always possible to single out concrete evidences of in^irove-
ment where atypical behavior is concerned; nor yet is it always possible to
detemine which social forces Influence more or less the direction of
change. Change is a subtle, gradual process —• occurring only when the in¬
dividual feels seciire and comfortable in the transition — which is influ¬
enced by the total experiential life of an iixiivldual. However, the aggre¬
gation of ten distiirboi boys in this study became a group on an informal
basis and most of thf members made positive changes in terms of behavioral
manifestations. Some of the members made great strides in the ability to
♦
use the group, whereas others did not show such marked improvement. Inas¬
much as the relationship between the member and the group is of such na¬
ture that the gro^^) can move only as fast as its slowest member is able to
move, and because movement among members of a group is variable, it is at¬
tempted here to evaluate progress on both the individual and group levels.
Individual Evaluations
Evaluative charts on the members of the group were cocpleted, a copy
of which is included in the Appendix. The areas wherein individual prog^
ress has been observed are: 1) conc^t of self, 2) adjustment to the group,
and 3) extra-group adjustment.
Concept of Self.— Saa was the first boy to attend the sessions and
was also the first to discontinue the gro^5> (three weeks before the end
of the observational period) • He was discharged from the institution and
he stopped seeing his individual therapist at that time. Se came into the
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group -with a ver7 poor concept of himself and ho left with that concept.
He still lacked confidence in his own abilities, notwithstanding the pro^
ress he nade in terms of learning new skills (clay and painting) and devel¬
oping new interests (photography).
Hal made slight progress in terms of ego security. This was revealed
in his relationship with the leader, whom he cane to see as an enabler
rather than a competitor. On the other hand, his paintings were beccmdng
sterile and he was again resorting to somatic con^jlaints which he used as
an escape from unpleasant reality situations.
Fred remained immature and insecure. He entered into individual
treatment and used the therapeutic contacts as a means of relating to the
adults in eaich situation, distorting the nature and ccaatent of the situa¬
tions as he related. He still had a great need for attention and love.
Gus made progress in terms of learning new skills but he still ex¬
pressed much hostility toward his environment. He still felt unloved and
wais unh^py because he had not been discharged from the institution. He
told his,Individual tlieraplst he wanted to go to school because he did not
want to be like his brother who was "d-umb”. The brother was illiterate.
Sid made great progress; he shifted from ivLthdrawal to aggression and
developed a sense of self confidence. He ccmpensated for his fears by as¬
serting his siperiority mentally — as lie put it, "I am the Brain." This
boy did not learn many new skills, but his attitude toward his ability to
relate to others was greatly modified.
Jack made slight progress. He had a poor conc^t of himself and felt
he was always compar^i with his sister. In a marginal interview, the
therapist discussed his feelings about himself with him. After this time.
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th® boy rather looked to ths therapist for reassurance. He eas beginning
to ^oir slight signs of in^jrovement with reference to his cmcept of self.
Joe underwent smch in^oveinent. He became more secure within hiis-
self and began to relate and create. Re smiled and seemed happier in the
latter sessions. He had a history of thefts, but he only took tokens from
the leader idien he needed them. He discounted his effcarts but he became
able to tell the leader what he had d(me during the session with apparent
satisfaction.
Wes remained more or less static. He did not learn much in terms
of new skills. He did not create very much and often left projects in an
unfinished stage. He was Insecure and felt one question the leader asked
on a sociometric test was \infair because he did not want the other boys to
know "which boys he liked best in the group." He felt picked on at home
and in school. He had a great need to be accepted by other persons.
Jon increased his skills in woodwork and painting. Ho remained iso¬
lated and still felt unloved. However, he possessed a certain indepen¬
dence and was able to careate without the assistance of others.
LecHi made progress in the aarea of new knowledge and skills. He was
negatlvistie and hostile, however, Iw became less suspicious of people,
more secure in his relationships with them and had less need to attract
attention to himself. He felt. In his own words, "prince-like, good and
able to beat all others."
Grotip and Extra-group adjusti^nts.— Sam remained more-or-less static
in his social relationships within the group. The extent of his participa¬
tion in group activities was limited to a gams of cards on the last day he
was present in the group. He remained apart from the group activities and
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ttaa only ftbls to relato to oim other boy^ Ilal^ irhose beharlor 'nao scunenhat
similar* He ims jmesenting no problenis at the institution because he ims
isolated and chose to pursus actiTities lihich removed him from situations
ehere he vrould have been Involved in inbex^rsonaX relationships* He vas
adjusting mix to his hem^ according to his mothtn*^ and t)w famiXy hoped
he might get a tiransfer to a vocationaX schooX before Xong* He had ne*
yet found part-time empXoyment*
HaX nas idLthdravn nhen the group vas first formed^ however^ he aXnays
seemed to excpress Interest in others* Before the study nas concluded^ he
seeirod morh relaxed with other members of the group and vas playing the
role of participant-observer* He never because very outgoing, yet his be¬
havior IMIS mature rather than pathological* He had never been a problem
at home* Hls mother reported he had Joined the Boy Scouts Just before the
observatloial period nas over* There was one contraindication of progress
idsich mas noted in his failure to return to school after the Christmas
holidays* He attributed hls absences to a cold and complications in hls
nasal passage* He did return to aehool at the beginning of the second se¬
mester and his schedule nas increased* He iras an htmtn* student, notwith-
standing his absences and it vas felt probably the classes vere moving too
sloerly for him* /t his decision, IndlviduBl therapy eas discontiniwd*
Fred never made an adjustment to Ihe group and cnly shared a recog¬
nizable relatimship vlth one ether bey, Sid* Be entered the groiqp vith-
dravrn and remained so* He was involved in much conflict in hla hemm and
be ims truanting frm school irith increasing frequeixsy* He vas in indi¬
vidual treatment and his therapist emsidered him a pre>^sychotie* His be¬
havior vas definitely beccuning more pathological*
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Chis -nas aggress iva and never had dlfficxiLty relating to other loembers
of the groi^), although he tended more to seek adult approval. His uncon¬
scious hostility was expressed at times toirards other members and the thera¬
pist used these opportunities to begin to interpret his feelings to him. Re
aaSf according to his counselor at the instituticn, becoming more aggressive
and iras finding it more difficult to readjiist to the school after his visits
to the group. In the groups he aas becoming less aggressive,
Sid ?ras able to establish a rather stable relationship irith Fred, he
being the aggressor. He had begun to join tdie roughhousing which the most
aggressive boys initiated; at first he participated peripherally and later
became less cautious. He overcame his timidity to a gireat extent and felt
more a part of the group as was indicated by his change from what appealed
an "over-dressed boy" to one who wore blue jeans. His mother reported his
social-peer relationships in the neighborhood had improved since he had
joined the group. His teacher was not able to note much change^ however,
she felt he was generally accepted by his fellows and seemed less tense
when he was with the other boys at school.
Jack remained aggressive, however, he was able to relate well to the
leaders of the group. He was the indigenous leador in the group. He was
still trying to "emancipate" himself from certain restrictions in the homo
but he had found a friendly adxilt in the person of his section teacher at
school (who was a man) and he could discuss readily with the therapist his
problems in school and at home. He sought the therapist’s approval,
Joe shifted from a withdrawn, sullen boy to a mildly friendly, smil¬
ing boy. He became able to relate to Wes in cospetitive games ai^ he had
S9
began to participate in group actiTities. Hia mother reported his behar-
ior at h(»ne vas improved and his teacher felt he was doing better in school,
even though his level of achievement was low. He did not like to attend
the sessicms in the beginning, however, later he was able to say he liked
to ccsae. He could not explain vhy the change.
Wes entered the group with aggressive behavior and he remained aggres¬
sive. He was very much aware of his social environment, but was dependent
as was indicated in his relationship to the therapist and to Jack. He was
friendly and outgoing. His mother could not detect any change in his be¬
havior and felt he was still "headstrong"; however, he had not committed
any delinquent acts since he joined the group.
Jon entered the group withdrawn and remained so. Ho seemed to attract
the other boys to him, but responses from him were limited. He was able to
relate well with the therapist and rather tended to ingratiate himself with
adults in a passive manner. He was staying out late nights and his habits
of lying and stealing caused his mother concern. His teacher reported he
was showing slight in^jrovement — seemed happier and had developed a friend¬
ship with another boy. During the ijertod of study, he was Involved in a
petty larceny charge with seme other boys.
Leon entered the group in the middle of the observational period. He
was unobtrusive initially; his behavior shifted from isolatlcai to aggressive
hostility and slowly diminished to aggressiveness. The groiq) was able to
absorb hia negative behavior and ho tended to discard his scape-goat behav¬
ior. He related better with the occupational therapist than with the leader.
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An fvaluation of Group ' oretnenfe
Tbo oiboervotional period *»• divided into two ten-week periods in <»*»
der to eoiDpare the prepress siade in ttw beginning sessions with the prog-^
ress made diarlng the latter sessions* Fiipjres 1 end 2p page 6l, ere tbs
graphic representations of relatianship patterns within the group at the
ffiid->interval sessims of both periods^ the sessions of November S, 19^2,
and January 19S5.
Gpoitp Vevewgnt during First Ten ^'eeVa*— Durlc^ the first ten weeks^
the boys were very roich dependent uptm tbs Seders and tl» few relation¬
ships which were observable wire, for the most part, not yet stabilized*
The leader assisted the boys Individually and they worked, for the most
I»rt, at Isolated jvojects* Tbs beys becese interested in stellar activi¬
ties during this period and the relationships became more group-wide* On
^lovember 19, 1952, the boys finished work lefore the time was up and they
all gathered in the rear of the shop and read comic books* On Deceit-ber
3» 1952, tTes accidentally foiaui out the plastic spray gave a nice ^shine"
to his shoes and the contaglU^ spread throughout the group* On December
10, 1952, it was noted that tic beys were pursuing imiy similar activi¬
ties such as typing, making beats and ash trays, et cetera*
The results of a soclcsaetric test given on ?Jorvember 1952, ehosed
that only two boys knew the leader by name, while five of the boys knew
the occupational therapist ty ms»* A seemd socloaetrle test, given oo
Hovember 26, 1952, revealed no boy knew the names of all the merobersi <»ly
two b<^ knew as many as six ether members by mmf ons boy knew the names
of four vther bcys| end two boys knew the namsa of three ether boys* Of
those bqys whose nanwts were known, Gus, J^ck, "es and Jon were best known*
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Fig. 2.- Sociogram of the activity therapy group session, January lU,
1953.
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Chart 8, pa^e 63^ is an evalar.tion of the groi:^) movement bet-sveon Oc¬
tober 8, 19$2, and Tece^^ber 10, 1!?^2* The attendance durlnj; this period
■was rather consistent* Slight progress -eas made in terns of group feeling
and there isas a beginning CT^areness among the raembers. ’lorale Tms hi^ii,
hcTwever there was no group crganization and no coqierative plaming. The
leadeirshlp cane froa the adults and participation in groi:^) activities was
minimal on the part of the members. They were not reac^ for cooperative
projects.
C-rc'-Tp ycvenent diring 8eemd Ten '■’'eelrs.— During the latter period,
there Tsas a decreasing need of the leader as the lixteractlcaial process was
carried on by and arimg the merribers. The bojrs pairticlpated in miare activi¬
ties of a physical nature which necessarily iroquiired than to extend them¬
selves more fully into the relationships. There wras wider group participa¬
tion and greater caipetltlon m ng the merabera. The morale of the group
was heightened considerably by the ChristtBs party at which tiir» food was
introduced into the progrsn content cf the sessl on. fifter that tiine, re-
freshirents were gradually Incltded as part of the program. The boys con¬
tinued to pursue simtlar and related activities and towards the end of the
second tcn-^eek period, a definite clique had been formed* Sub-groupings
were more crystallized- The group never became organized on a formal bas¬
is, however, group IcjTalty had increased and there was a group conscious¬
ness among the members. 3qjjjq msuhera were interested to know how
long the group would cmtlnue and they eXj^essed a desire to continue.
Chazi^ 9, page 61i, is an evaluation of the group cunrement between













2* Group organisation z




a* to each other z
b« to agency z
e* to ccsnmunity z
6. Fjiriched interests z
7« Handling conflicts z
8« Leadership and perticipatiai z
9m Cooperative planning z
10. Group thinking z
U* Group loyalty and morale z
12• Acceptance of differences z
13. Decreasing need of leader z
Period Evaliisted Prepared by*
ProjB* October 8, 1952 Saul B, Bernstein















2* Groxip organizaticn X
3* Grot^ standards X
h» Wider borizcjns z
5* ScKjial responsibility
a« To each other z
b* To agency z
c« To coiQisunlty z
6m Enriched Interests X
7* Handling conflicts X
8 m Leadership and particlpatiMi X
9m Cooperative planning X
10« Group thinking X
!!• Group Icyalty and morale X
12* Acceptance of differences X
13« Decreasing need cf leader X
Period Eraluated Prepared
Fr(^t December 17» 19^2 SauX B* Bernstein






This study ims made of a group of ton dlstiarbed b<^ who were under¬
going therapy in an activity group in the Child Guidance Clinic, Bureau of
Mental Hygiene, Washington, D. C. The obserratlonal period for the stuiy
was twenty weeks, October 8, 1952, through February 18, 1953, inclusive.
The boys in the groi^ ranged in age between nine and sixteen years; six of
them yfire Thlte boys and four were colored. The leader was a Negro man
and the co-leader was a white woman.
The purposes of the study were to describe the psycho-cultural factors
of the group, to describe relationship patterns with adults and peers, and
to evaluate esprit de corps and group movement.
The findings of the study are summarized as follows: It was found no
member of the group was retarded in school beyond one year; the majority
of the boys were protestantj five of them were from broten hranesj the
mothers of five boys worked and were out of the'hone during the day; six of
the boys were in the first ordinal position and ncne was an only child; the
majority of them lived with their immeidate families; and all of them lived
with their natural mothers. Four of the boys were aggressive and six of
them were withdrawn. Five bpys were referred for treatment ly the school
authorities. Four of the boys had conduct disorders, two had habit dis¬
orders, and three had habit and conduct disorders. The other mwnber of
the grovp had neurotic tar its superinposed onto condiact and habit dlsoarders.
Four of the boys wrero in individual thearpy dtaring paart or all of the ob-
searvaticiaal period and a fifth member had been assigned for individual
tareatment; two of the mott»ars of the boys wears in taisatment and a third
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had been assigned, but was not attending.
Tbs attitudes of the boys toirards adiilts in the group were favorable
and the general behavioral pattern -was at first testing and gradually it
shifted to acceptance. The meisbers Trere initially dependent upon the adults
in the group sotting, however, they became more independent in the latter
sessions of the observational period.
The boys TJere not very group conscious during the first half of the
studyj there were no white isolates and no Negro pairs. The subgroupings
were conposed in some instances of boys whose behavioral manifestations
were similar, and in other instances, of boys whose behavioral patterns
were exact opposites. The triad and the clique contained boys who were
aggressive and withdrawn, white boys and Negro boys.
The boys attended the sessicms with regularity and were very coopera¬
tive with the program. They moved without difficulty into the unstructured
atmosphere and permissive environment. They accepted limitations of the
agency cm behavior) however, there -wre no apparent group values and codes
of behavior. M^t of IJie boys nade progress) some made marked improvement.
The areas wherein progress was made weret 1) concept of self, 2) adjust¬
ment to the group, and 3) extra-group adjustment. The group feeling was
increased considerably. During the first ten weeks, the boys were very
much dependent upon the leaders and the few relationship pattexms which
were observable were not crystallised. During the latter period, there
was a decreasing need of the leader as the interactional process was car¬
ried on by and among the members. There was wider group participation and
greater conpetition among the members. Hiere was a very pronounced sort
67
of “w-feollng*, hoBfever, no»» of the EacEibers expressed a desire to form¬
alise the geoa^m
The foUov^ing eonduslona vere reached t
!• The attitudes and relaticmshipe trith adults changed as the percep¬
tions of the authority figure sere modified hy the relationships irith un¬
derstanding, seeeptlr^ adults in the activity groa^J. The age, race end
a»rital status of ttie Imders eers not significant factors*
2m Sub-^roig>ings were fonscKl on tl« bases of individual needs and ctt->
pacity for relating, Kace, age, grade in school, rellgiixi md other per-
atnal-eoelal factcars -sere not significant contributing factors*
3* The unstructured program and permissive atmos]E^}ere of the activity
group sere etimuLating and satisfying* The beys attend^ idth regularity
and wen very mush attached to the leaders and the members of the group*
U* Therapeutic contact in the activity group resulted in improvement
among the mmbers* Progresa vas made on both the liuiividual end group
levels* Tim reports from the parents and the schools at the end of the
ob^rvati^mal period sutmtantiated the findings ffii behavior in the group*





1* Gaee Ho* 2. Age 3* Race It* school
5» Religious preference
6* CSuardisnahi? and Iteilly corpositioo:
a) Natural parents Foster parents Tnaiitution
b) irother’s age Fducrtiai OccuL^ticm ______
c) Father’s ege yducetlon Sccupatic^





e) Ordinal position of Eseffibca*
_______
7* Referral source
8* StatoiJEnt of the referral problem (behavior) i __________________
S>* S^Tpe of help requested by referral sourcet
10* Psychological evalitationi
11* Eiagrtosisi
12* Types of treataent being utilised (or previously used)*





13* Eeasoa for selecting for groiip:











17* Behavior in gro!q>i /ggression Tithdraeal
13* Relationships to leaders (responses to authority figures)
a) Leader (Negro, male)
Remarks Behavior






19* Relation^ips to other members:
a) Related to boys his mn age Younger boys Older boys
b) Related to boys of his own race Of both racese)Related to boys having similar interests Dissimilar
d) Related to boys whose behavior was similar
_____ Opp<wite ______
e) Related verbally —and/or non-verbally
_____
f) Did not relate well

















ns vorloed eontinuoa^iy » SponMJlcally
His produettOQS w>re carefoUy made Slipshod
Be b^ved as s leader Follower
Be sou^t approval flwea adults Mwzfcers ........i.....^,,.,,.,,^^
Hs tms independent In relatitmships eith others I)<^adent ^
Changes
21« Report of perent or guardim on presort heharlort













2* New skills and interests
3* New knowledge
U* Wider lenities
5* Degree and range of
participation
6. Leadership
7* Breakdown of prejudices
8* Status in group
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